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Summary

This document presents a revised version of the Tourism Satellite Account for OECD countries.
It explains the purpose of a Tourism Satellite Account, gives an overview of the underlying principles,
revisits some conceptual issues and describes the 14 tables of the account and the information they
provide. It also details how to derive Tourism Value Added estimates through a TSA.

The document should not be considered as final, and the following sections will be added at a
later stage:

− Tourism Employment
− Tourism Investment
− Practical Implementation
− Appendix E:  TSA Classifications
− References and Bibliography
− Glossary.

Action

The document is submitted to the Statistical Working Party of the Tourism Committee for
discussion and decision.

Related documents

DAFFE/TOU/STAT(97)9, A Tourism Satellite Account for OECD countries.
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Executive Summary

1. Over the last quarter century, as it has grown substantially as an economic and social
phenomenon, there has been considerable increase in interest in tourism.  Yet it remains very difficult to
define and measure and suffers a credibility problem, as a result.  In an attempt to improve understanding
of what tourism represents, the OECD, among others, began work in the 1980s to put in place an
internationally acceptable standard.  As a result of that work, the OECD developed the Tourism Economic
Accounts (TEA).  However, as useful as a stepping stone as the TEA are, they are not a fully integrated set
of tables.  Accordingly, the OECD has chosen to build on the TEA to produce a Tourism Satellite Account
(TSA) which is an integrated set of tables.

2. In developing its TSA, the OECD has drawn on work done by other agencies.  Statistics Canada
presented a draft proposal at the Ottawa Conference on Tourism in June 1991 and published its first
results in 1994.  Since then, several countries have either published a TSA or in the process of developing
one.  In the 1993 version of the System of National Accounts (SNA93) a chapter was devoted to satellite
accounts, including references to tourism.  In July 1995, the World Tourism Organisation put forward a
draft proposal of its own, which drew heavily on the work done at Statistics Canada and the Tourism
Economic Accounts of the OECD.  Further drafts were released in 1996 and 1997.

3. Chapter XXI of the SNA931 is an attempt to generalise some of the issues related to a satellite
account.  One of the reasons advanced for satellite accounts is that the national accounts do not identify
every aspect of an economy.  Certain issues are inadequately identified or in some instances completely
ignored.  Health, transportation and tourism fall into the former; the environment and unpaid work the
latter.

4. National accountants have long recognised the shortcomings of the structure of the national
accounts in certain areas and while SNA93 is a much more comprehensive and rigorous document than
its 1968 predecessor, it nonetheless cannot cover all areas of interest in the economy.  Accordingly, there
are a "core" set of accounts which are centred on institutional sectors2 (their production, generation, use
and distribution of income, their accumulation and financing of capital and their balance sheets) which
are, in many respects, analogous to a company’s set of financial statements.  Alongside these institutional
sectors, and strongly related to them, are the industry production accounts which identify the inter-related
nature of production.  These industry tables show commodity inputs and outputs for each industry as well
as the industry value added (returns to labour, capital and entrepreneurship and any net indirect taxes paid
by the industry from the production of its output).

5. In this schema, there is little room for organising data into a structure that allows for
examination and analysis of certain phenomena by function.  To overcome this problem, satellite accounts
are proposed, drawing from the core accounts in concept and data, but which are recast to highlight the
particular aspect of the economy which is inadequately identified.  Such is the case with tourism so that
the industries supplying tourism output can be identified in the production account while, at the same
time, the determining characteristic of tourism, the visitor’s demand, can be identified by function.

                                                     
1. It should be noted, however, that the definition of a visitor in SNA93 does not equate with that of either the

WTO-OMT or the OECD in that same day travel appears to have been excluded in SNA93.  This may be
the result of changes in definition which occurred after SNA93 went to print.

2. The institutional sectors are: households (including unincorporated businesses), general government,
non-financial corporations, financial corporations and non-profit institutions serving households (NPISHs).
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6. Insofar as tourism is an economic phenomenon it is already embodied in the national accounts.
The commodities purchased by visitors and produced by the suppliers are all part of the structure of the
core accounts as is the formation of fixed capital.  However, they are not readily apparent because the
function of "tourism" is not identified as a separate activity and so all the commodities that are produced
and consumed in meeting tourism demand are buried in some other element of the core accounts.  What a
TSA provides is a means by which these economic aspects of tourism can be drawn out and shown and
analysed separately but where they are also still placed within the main accounts and can still be related to
them.  In fact, one of the major features of a TSA is that it is set in the framework of the rest of the
economy, that is, in the national accounts, so that tourism does not need to be studied in isolation.  Indeed,
it is important that it be framed within the context of the rest of the economy so that its economic role can
be better understood.

7. In addition, the OECD’s TSA provides more than just a recasting of the economic flow data that
are already found in the national accounts.  It enables the linkage of these data to other important
dimensions of tourism, such as capital stock estimates, employment (e.g.  by numbers of employees, hours
worked, etc.), and physical (as opposed to monetary) features, such as the numbers of visitors (both
resident and non-resident).  The TSA can be further elaborated, depending on interest, into more detail on
employment, demographic characteristics of visitors, and physical elements of supply (such as availability
of rooms in hotels, seats on flights).

8. The purposes of the OECD’s TSA, therefore, are:

− to present data on tourism strictly based on the principles of the System of National
Accounts (SNA) and compatible with the recommendations on Tourism Statistics by
WTO-OMT/UN in order to permit comparison with other industries on a comparable basis
and provide tourism with credibility and legitimacy;

− to provide a set of comparable international accounts, working within national accounting
principles;

− to analyse tourism from an economic point of view

− to offer policy makers insights into tourism and its socio-economic functions and impacts in
their economies (in current prices and also in volume measures;)

− to calculate tourism value added for a given list of commodities and industries in a coherent
system;

− to provide information on the profile of employment in tourism industries;

− to indicate the production functions of tourism industries and tourism industries‘ inter-
relatedness with the rest for the economy;

− to offer a reference framework from which impact models and other analytical economic
models of tourism can be calculated;

− to provide the size of tourism capital investment, and the means to analyse its link with
tourism supply;

− to provide information on the capital stock and the capital base.
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9. Satellite accounts, by their very nature, are designed to be flexible -- there are no hard and fast
rules, other than that there needs to be use of and a basis in national accounting principles, otherwise the
"satellite" ceases to be a "satellite".  Accordingly, in designing the TSA, the OECD has sought to provide
the maximum degree of flexibility so as to offer as many of the dimensions of the elusive notion "tourism"
as possible, while retaining all elements of national accounting principles.

10. At the same time, the TSA provides a framework for policy analysis for issues related to tourism
economics as well as for model building, tourism growth analysis and productivity measurement.

11. To that end, the OECD has developed its TSA in such a way that not all its aspects need to be
developed at once.  In fact, the opposite applies: that, while it has a comprehensive framework separate
aspects, separate tables, each of analytical use in its own right, can be constructed incrementally allowed
for a building block approach.  Presented in its entirety, the TSA may appear to place considerable
resource and data demands on member countries.  However, as a staged implementation is planned, the
TSA will permit useful data to emerge at an earlier date and avoid placing excessive demands on member
countries to provide all the information at once.

12. An important feature of the TSA is that it offers users a distinction between the observed world
and imputed, or "modelled", results.  For example, tourism value added is not, in most instances,
observable in the same way as the value added of a "standard" industry because tourism value added is
derived by making certain assumptions whereas the value added for a "standard" industry is based on
directly measurable inputs and outputs.  As a result, the user who does not wish to use the derived
calculations, or to use an alternative, would still have the basic information.

13. The TSA is a set of fourteen inter-linked tables, each showing a different aspect of tourism.
They provide a means by which demand for tourism commodities can be linked to production of tourism
commodities by tourism industries and thence a mechanism for the derivation of direct tourism value
added by industry.  (Because of the way the TSA has been designed, it also offers the means for deriving
indirect measures but these are not shown explicitly.) These dimensions are also to be recorded in volume
terms.  To these demand, production and value added elements of tourism is added an employment
dimension so that average tourism compensation of employees can be derived and compared across
tourism industries and the rest of the economy.  Non-financial capital acquisition (and capital stock) are
shown as there is an important link between tourism demand and capital formation in tourism industries.
These, too, have an important employment multiplier and the TSA allows the modeller to undertake this
analysis.  In this manner, these inter-linking tables of the TSA offer the user aspects of tourism which the
standard national accounts framework cannot provide.

14. One of the most important tests any analytical framework for tourism must meet is the test of
credibility.  At present, because there are issues surrounding tourism (such as what should be included as
tourism expenditure) which are still open to question, any measure of tourism suffers.  More importantly,
there is no satisfactory way of putting all the relevant data together so that they can be examined against
other industries.  A TSA must be able to provide a structure which can answer such questions as: what is
tourism value added? with sufficient authority to overcome concerns about the legitimacy of the approach.
This is especially important as tourism value added is not directly observable.  The OECD’s TSA offers
an analytical framework that is sufficiently well developed and articulated that it can provide answers that
are robust enough to allay these concerns.

15. What is it about tourism that requires a satellite account? How is it different from mining,
agriculture or banking? What are the shortcomings of the national accounts that make it necessary to go to
the trouble of building a TSA?
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16. In the national accounts, an industry is characterised by what it produces.  Thus, a farm is
classified to agriculture because it produces food, a coal pit to mining because it is in the extractive
business, and a bank is in banking because it borrows and lends money.  One would look in vain for
“tourism” as an output in the national accounts, even though the providers of tourism services (and some
goods) are all there: transportation, accommodation, meal services, etc.  The reason that “tourism” is not
treated as an “industry” is because it is not its output that characterises it but its use.  Thus, a restaurant
producing meals will sell its output to both the visitor and the non-visitor without making any difference
to its activities.  It is still producing meals and its production and output functions remain the same.  What
is needed, and is not shown as a part of the core national accounting framework, is a means of identifying
the purchases made by the visitor, and hence the supply that is produced by the restaurant, airline, hotel
etc.  to meet that demand.  In other words, tourism is a demand based concept.  the OECD’s TSA provides
the mechanism to transform that concept into a means of identifying who produces what for the visitor.
That is to say, it identifies what are the “characteristic tourism industries”, i.e., those industries that
produce commodities which represent a significant part of tourism demand and whose existence is very
strongly dependent on tourism demand or would be seriously affected were tourism to cease.  From this, it
measures what is the value added, employment, capital formation, etc.  that flow from that demand as well
as identifying who the visitors are.

17. A “visitor” covers both a same day traveller (“excursionist”) as well as an overnight traveller
(“tourist”) and a “visit” or “trip” encompasses one undertaken for business purposes as well as one for
personal reasons (and not necessarily for leisure).  Certain travel is excluded such as migrants, diplomats,
military personnel, when moving to their place of appointment.  Commuter travel is also excluded because
it is part of the “usual environment”.

18. Another important element of tourism is “tourism demand”.  What is it? Much debate has been
undertaken on how best to define what it is we are trying to measure.  The World Tourism Organisation
and the OECD use the following definition:

“the expenditure made by, or on behalf of, the visitor before, during and after the trip and which
expenditure is related to that trip and which trip is undertaken outside the usual environment of
the visitor”.

19. The “usual environment” offers compilers of tourism statistics some difficulty.  To overcome
this problem, a distance criterion is usually applied (although it varies from country to country).

20. Apart from the more obvious expenditures that visitors make themselves while travelling (or
preparing to travel) on commodities such as transportation, meals or accommodation, what these
expenditures cover, inter alia, are those made for the purposes of travel, such as luggage, but which are
purchased some time before a trip.  On the other hand, any expenditure on capital equipment or other
capital acquisition that a businessman or woman may make while on the trip (even if that were the reason
for the trip) is excluded.  If a trip were paid for by a non-visitor (such as parents paying for their child to
visit them from abroad) it would be included because the expenditure has been made “on behalf” of the
visitor.

21. Apart from defining what tourism demand means and who visitors are, in deriving these
measures, the OECD’s TSA examines some of the thornier measurement issues, such as how to treat
package tours, consumer durables, second homes, non-market production (such as the provision of
museums and galleries free or at a very low charge) and what gross fixed capital acquisition should be
included in the account and by which units.
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22. The challenge, thus, for the compilers of the OECD’s TSA is a) to measure expenditures by all
visitors and on which commodities, b) to identify the industries that produce these commodities, c) to
estimate how these two are related, d) to derive a measure of value added that is the result of these
expenditures and the associated production, e) to produce estimates of employment, f) to provide
measures of numbers of visitors, by type of visitor and whether resident or non-resident, g) to measure
what gross capital acquisition these industries are undertaking and what is their capital stock and h) to
derive satisfactory price measures so that these data can be converted to volume terms (where
appropriate).

23. As already noted, the TSA is based on national accounting principles.  It has a set of fourteen
tables which are built round the supply and use tables of the standard national accounts’ framework.
Supply and use tables are sets of matrices with industry data shown in the columns and commodity data in
the rows.  These matrices provide data on which commodities industries produce, which commodities are
imported (these two matrices together give total supply of all commodities to the economy), which
commodities are used by which industries to produce this output, as well as showing what is purchased for
final demand and what are the primary inputs and value added for each industry.  These latter three are
equal and provide different means of measuring an economy’s GDP.  Thus, for example, supply and use
tables will provide the data on which industries produce meal services and which industries and final
purchasers buy this output.  In and of themselves, the supply and use tables cannot identify whether these
meals have been purchased by a visitor or a non-visitor.  Accordingly, the TSA must separate tourism
demand from the non-tourism demand if it is to answer some of the questions about tourism.

24. As was indicated above, the implementation of the TSA will take time and will be introduced in
a staged manner.  It is suggested that Tables 1, 2, 3 4 and 5 are the most important for most countries and
that the remaining tables be developed as time and resources permit.  Even so, it can be expected that it
will be several years before most countries are in a position to complete most of the tables.  For many
countries, obtaining the demand data will be the most difficult and expensive.  If that turns out to be the
case, even the completion of Tables 1, 4 and 5 will be of considerable value in improving knowledge and
analysis of the phenomenon of tourism.
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A TOURISM SATELLITE ACCOUNT FOR OECD COUNTRIES

INTRODUCTION

1. Over the last quarter century, tourism has grown substantially as an economic and social
phenomenon.  Yet it remains very difficult to define and measure and suffers a credibility problem, as a
result.  In an attempt to improve our understanding of what tourism represents, the OECD, among others,
began work in the 1980s to put in place an internationally acceptable standard.  From that work there
emerged the Tourism Economic Accounts (TEA) as a means of capturing certain economic and social
aspects of tourism.  In the development of these accounts, the OECD working party on tourism statistics
examined, and largely resolved, several of the thornier problems related to the measurement of tourism.
In line with work undertaken at the World Tourism Organisation (WTO-OMT), the working party
developed concepts that improved the precision in the definition of tourism, visitors and tourism
expenditures.

2. As a result of that work, the tables of the TEA and their contents were developed.  There are five
tables, based on national accounts’ concepts, which show various inter-related aspects of tourism’s role in
the economy, the production and demand of characteristic tourism commodities, the value added, gross
fixed capital formation and employment of characteristic tourism industries, as well as total tourism
demand by commodity.  While these tables are a useful stepping stone, they were always seen to be just
that and that there would be a need at some point to move towards a more integrated set of data that can be
found in a Tourism Satellite Account (TSA).  With the progress in developing tourism statistics in the
TEA rounds of reporting, it is now an appropriate time to develop a TSA for OECD countries.

3. Over the last several years, there has been considerable increase in interest in TSAs.
Statistics Canada presented a draft proposal at the Ottawa Conference on Tourism in June 1991 and
published its first results in August 1994.  Several other countries have published TSAs since.  In the 1993
version of the System of National Accounts (SNA93) a chapter was devoted to satellite accounts, including
references to tourism.  In July 1995, the World Tourism Organisation put forward a draft proposal of its
own, which drew heavily on the work done at Statistics Canada and the Tourism Economic Accounts of
the OECD.  Further drafts were released in 1996 and 1997.  This document takes the TEA and the work
done by these organisations as a starting point and presents a framework for a TSA for OECD countries.

PURPOSE OF A TOURISM SATELLITE ACCOUNT

4. Chapter XXI of the SNA93
3

 is an attempt to generalise some of the issues related to a
satellite account.  One of the reasons advanced for satellite accounts is that the national accounts do not
identify every aspect of an economy.  Certain issues are inadequately identified or in some instances

                                                     
3. It should be noted, however, that the definition of a visitor in SNA93 does not equate with that of either the

WTO-OMT or the OECD in that same day travel appears to have been excluded in SNA93.  This may be
the result of changes in definition which occurred after SNA93 went to print.
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completely ignored.  Health, transportation and tourism fall into the former; the environment and unpaid
work the latter.

5. National accountants have long recognised the shortcomings of the structure of the national
accounts in certain areas and while SNA93 is a much more comprehensive and rigorous document than
its 1968 predecessor, it nonetheless cannot cover all areas of interest in the economy.  Accordingly, there
are a “core” set of accounts which are centered on institutional sectors4 (their production, generation, use
and distribution of income, their accumulation and financing of capital and their balance sheets) which
are, in many respects, analogous to a company’s set of financial statements.  Alongside these institutional
sectors, and strongly related to them, are the industry production accounts which identify the inter-related
nature of production.  These industry tables show commodity inputs and outputs for each industry as well
as the industry value added (returns to labour, capital and entrepreneurship and any net indirect taxes paid
by the industry from the production of their output).

6. In this schema, there is little room for organising data into a structure that allows for
examination and analysis of certain phenomena by function.  To overcome this problem, satellite accounts
are proposed which draw from the core accounts in concept and data but which are recast in such a way as
to highlight the particular aspect of the economy which is inadequately identified.  Such is the case with
tourism so that the industries supplying tourism output can be identified in the production account while,
at the same time, the determining characteristic of tourism, the visitor’s demand, can be identified by
function.

7. Insofar as tourism is an economic phenomenon it is already embodied in the national accounts as
the activity lies within the production boundary.  The commodities purchased by visitors and produced by
the suppliers are all part of the structure of the core accounts as is the formation of fixed capital.
However, they are not readily apparent because “tourism” is not identified as a separate activity and so all
the commodities that are produced and consumed in meeting tourism demand are buried in some other
element of the core accounts.  What a TSA provides is a means by which these economic aspects of
tourism can be drawn out, shown and analysed separately but where they are also still embodied in the
main accounts and can still be related to them.  In fact, one of the major features of a TSA is that it is set
in the framework of the rest of the economy, embodied in the national accounts, so that tourism does not
need to be studied in isolation.  Indeed, it is important that it be framed within the context of the rest of the
economy.

8. The link to the national accounts is well established for the TEA.  It is very important that the
TSA maintain that link as the national accounts represent the most widely used and understood economic
framework and a TSA that draws from, and builds on, that framework will add credibility to the results.
At the same time, however, as will be noted below, it is important that the appropriate concepts from
national accounts be applied.

9. In addition, the OECD’s TSA provides more than just a recasting of the economic flow data that
are already found in the national accounts.  It enables the linkage of these data to other important
dimensions of tourism, such as capital stock estimates, employment (e.g.  by numbers of employees, hours
worked, etc.), and physical (as opposed to monetary) features, such as the numbers of visitors (both
resident and non-resident).  Other physical measures such as numbers of seats available on aircraft, rooms
in hotels, which are part in the Canadian model, are not included in this TSA.  This is not to deny their

                                                     
4. The institutional sectors are: households (including unincorporated businesses, general government,

non-financial corporations, financial corporations and non-profit institutions serving households (NPISHs).
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importance especially as some of these data are more readily available but the process is one of evolution
and the TSA should pick up where the TEA leave off.  Further developments may be considered,
depending on interest and availability of funding, when the proposals in this TSA have (largely) been
implemented.  However, for countries interested in pursuing further this area of analysis, a tourism
employment module is set out in the section below.

10. The purposes of the OECD’s TSA, therefore, are:

− to present data on tourism strictly based on the principles of the System of National
Accounts (SNA) and compatible with the recommendations on Tourism Statistics by
WTO-OMT/UN in order to permit comparison with other industries on a comparable basis
and provide tourism with credibility and legitimacy;

− to provide a set of comparable international accounts, working within national accounting
principles;

− to analyse tourism from an economic point of view

− to offer policy makers insights into tourism and its socio-economic functions and impacts in
their economies (in current prices and also in volume measures;)

− to calculate tourism value added for a given list of commodities and industries in a coherent
system;

− to provide information on the profile of employment in tourism industries;

− to indicate the production functions of tourism industries and tourism industries‘ inter-
relatedness with the rest for the economy;

− to offer a reference framework from which impact models and other analytical economic
models of tourism can be calculated;

− to provide the size of tourism capital investment, and the means to analyse its link with
tourism supply;

− to provide information on the capital stock and the capital base.

11. Satellite accounts, by their very nature, are designed to be flexible—there are no hard and fast
rules, other than that there needs to be use of and a basis in national accounting principles, otherwise the
“satellite” ceases to be a “satellite”.  Accordingly, in designing the TSA, the OECD has sought to provide
the maximum degree of flexibility so as to offer as many of the dimensions of the elusive notion
“tourism” as possible.

12. At the same time, the TSA provides a framework for policy analysis for issues related to tourism
economics as well as for model building, tourism growth analysis and productivity measurement.

13. To that end, the OECD has developed this TSA in such a way that not all its aspects need to be
developed at once.  In fact, the opposite applies: that, while it has a comprehensive framework separate
aspects, separate tables, each of analytical use in its own right, can be constructed incrementally allowed
for a building block approach.  Presented in its entirety, the TSA may appear to place considerable
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resource and data demands on member countries.  However, as a staged implementation is planned, the
TSA will permit useful data to emerge at an earlier date and avoid placing excessive demands on member
countries to provide all the information at once.

14. An important feature of the TSA is that it offers users a distinction between the observed world
and imputed, or “modeled”, results.  For example, tourism value added is not, in most instances,
observable in the same way as the value added of a “standard” industry.  The reason for this is that
tourism value added is derived by making certain assumptions whereas the value added for a “standard”
industry is based on directly measurable inputs and outputs.  As a result, the user who does not wish to use
the derived calculations, or to use an alternative, would still have the basic information.

15. The TSA is a set of fourteen inter-linked tables, each showing a different aspect of tourism.
These are described below in paragraphs 116 to 203.  They provide a means by which demand for tourism
commodities can be linked to production of tourism commodities by tourism industries and thence a
mechanism for the derivation of direct tourism value added by industry.  (It also offers the means for
deriving indirect measures but these are not shown explicitly in the TSA.) These dimensions are also to be
recorded in volume terms.  To these demand, production and value added elements of tourism is added an
employment dimension so that average tourism compensation of employees can be derived and compared
across tourism industries and the rest of the economy.  Employment and hours worked data are also
provided.  Non-financial capital acquisition (and capital stock) are also shown as there is an important link
between tourism demand and capital formation in tourism industries.  Non-financial capital acquisition an
important employment multiplier and the TSA allows the modeller to undertake this analysis (but does not
provide for that aspect itself).  In this manner, these inter-linking tables of the TSA offer the user aspects
of tourism which the standard national accounts framework cannot provide.

UNDERLYING PRINCIPLES

What is tourism demand?

16. While the notion of visitor is clearly explained in the Manual on Tourism Economic Accounts, it
is important that expenditures by visitors (tourism demand) be clearly understood as it has caused
considerable disagreement.  What is classified as tourism demand lies at the root of the issue of a) what is
tourism economic behaviour and hence what should be measured, and b) the credibility of tourism as an
economic phenomenon.

17. Tourism demand represents “the expenditure made by, or on behalf of, the visitor before,
during and after the trip and which expenditure is related to that trip and which trip is undertaken outside
the usual environment of the visitor”.  While a direct physical relationship is normally involved in the
delivery of the good or service, some amplification on this point is necessary regarding the underlying
economic and physical relationships.

18. Some relationships may be economic only, i.e., without a counterpart physical contact, such
as a transportation ticket which has been bought but not actually been used (e.g.  for unexpected illness5);
on the other hand, others may be physical only, i.e., without a counterpart economic contact, such as the
visit of a tourist attraction free of charge (where the provider of the output is deemed to acquire it itself,

                                                     
5. Although, in this case, no tourism commodity was actually used, it was acquired.  In national accounting

terms, these two are synonymous and that extends to the TSA.
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rather than the visitor.).  In such circumstances a generalised rule is hard to derive.  If it were postulated
that physical contact is a necessary but not sufficient condition neither of the above quoted examples
would qualify for tourism statistics, yet they represent an important tourism dimension.

19. In general, the delivery of a tourism commodity relies on an economic output that is
provided directly (i.e., in a physical relationship) to the visitor.  However, in order to be able to capture
circumstances such as those described above, a certain degree of flexibility is required, and an appeal to
the logic of what the TSA is intended to measure, that is tourism supply to meet specific tourism demands
for a visitor qua a visitor.  Accordingly, a "preponderance" rule is suggested as a pragmatic approach,
focusing on direct economic relationship, supplemented by additional criteria, such as a physical
relationship, as necessary.

20. A case of particular importance in this context is package tours, where the direct contact with the
supplier (e.g., the airline) is only physical, that is because the visitor acquired the services via an
intermediary.  When adopting the “net approach” (which decomposes the package into its component
parts, see below) this automatically involves the existence of the physical contact (i.e., between an airline
and a visitor, even though there is an organiser as an intermediary) to be sufficient, at least under certain
circumstances.

21. On the other hand, there are many physical contacts of tourists to suppliers (or supplies) which
are not easily identified, which despite their importance for tourism, lack specific/individual relationships
such as good road or communication systems.  Therefore, those contacts could not be considered activities
of tourists, in terms of the TSA precisely because those specific/individual relationships are required.

22. In tourism, as with many elements of economic statistics, there are grey areas for which no hard
and fast rules can be applied.  In general, a direct (i.e., physical) economic relationship is normally
required for such supply/demand to be considered “tourism” but there will be marginal cases which
require the application of judgement.

23. It must be re-emphasised that tourism demand covers expenditures by, or on behalf of, a visitor
(i.e., someone outside his/her “usual environment” but excluding certain categories such as diplomats,
migrants, those moving to take up employment) before, during and after a trip, and which expenditures are
related to the trip.

24. Excluded from tourism demand are any purchases of a capital nature made while on the trip by a
business man or woman, (even though the purchase of the capital may have been the purpose of the trip)
and any shuttle trade as it represents the acquisition of capital (as inventory) for the traveller to take back
to his/her home country.  The reason for these exclusions is that tourism demand is intended to cover
those expenditures (and hence, the provision of the service and goods by the producer) that are made to
satisfy human needs or wants of the visitor during the trip.  Thus, for example, the transportation,
accommodation, meals, or other similar expenditure are those which are required to take the person
outside his/her usual environment and meet the accommodation, food, entertainment requirements for the
visitor.  The purchase of capital does not meet that criterion.

25. Also excluded is cross-border shopping that is undertaken on a regular basis as it is not outside
the usual environment.  (Occasional trips for cross-border shopping should be included.)

26. The expenditures that are included cover same day trips as well as those for more than 24 hours.
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The usual environment

27. “Usual environment” poses some concern about its precise meaning but it is central to the whole
debate about what is or is not “tourism”.  To use a distance criterion, as is often done, may eventually
serve as the best that be developed.  However, it is worth exploring what is meant by the concept.
“Tourism” is something that is not a usual activity, whether that involves a business flight to the other side
of the globe or a family visiting an art exhibition in their town, if visiting an art exhibition is something
that is not normally done by that family.  On the other hand, if it is normal practice for a family to drive
fifty kilometres every week to visit grandparents or to do the weekly shopping, then that is not part of
tourism demand, even though it may be in excess of some distance criterion.  The notion of “tourism” is
attempting to cover elements in human activity (and hence socio-economic phenomena) that are different
from the routine in life.  In some small countries, a distance criterion of as short as 40 kilometres may be
more than the country’s whole width.  It is, therefore, very important that information collected from the
demand side attempt to clarify as far as possible what “usual environment” means so that respondents can
understand what is the purpose of the questions being asked.  As noted above, practicalities may result in a
distance criterion being applied but that should only be used if all other avenues have been exhausted.
The compiler is referred to the WTO-OMT’s Recommendations of Tourism Statistics for guidance on
what are the appropriate approach to defining “usual environment”.

Tourism as a demand based concept and characteristicity of supply

28. In the standard national accounts approach to the derivation of an industry’s value added, the
destination of the output is not normally a consideration.  The purchaser, whether another business (a
mining company or a bank) or a household or the government, even an importer in another country, is not
a consideration (except in that there may be differing degrees of market power which may influence the
price the producer obtains for the output).  The means by which an industry’s value added is determined is
merely: gross output (at basic prices) less intermediate purchases of commodities produced by other
industries (or imported) (at purchasers’ prices).

29. However, for tourism, the situation is different.  As noted above, tourism does not fit the
standard notion of an industry because it is a demand based concept.  That is, it is not the producer which
provides the distinguishing characteristics to determine how tourism is classified, but the purchaser, that
is, the visitor.  The situation is further complicated because when the visitor purchases a commodity it is
not always clear which industry produced it.  As a result, there is a four way possibility of treating any
given transaction:

Figure 1: Schematic of tourism and non-tourism output and demand

Tourism output Non-tourism output

Characteristic industry
Purchased by: Visitors and non-visitors Visitors and non-visitors
Tourism-related industry
Purchased by: Visitors and non-visitors Visitors and non-visitors
Non-characteristic industry
Purchased by: Visitors and non-visitors Visitors and non-visitors
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30. That is, an industry which may be characterised as having predominant tourism output may sell
that commodity to both visitors and non-visitors.  At the same time, the industry may produce a
commodity which is not characteristic of tourism demand but which may be purchased by visitors as well
as by non-visitors.

31. Alternatively, an industry which produces most of its output for non-visitors may play an
important part in some aspect(s) of the provision of products to visitors.  Such industries may play a major
role in meeting certain aspects of tourism demand and without which other, more important aspects of
tourism demand, may suffer.

32. An industry whose production is predominantly of a non-tourism character could produce
secondary (or tertiary) output which may be characteristic of tourism and which may be purchased by both
visitors and non-visitors.  Similarly, its predominant (non-characteristic) output may be acquired by both
visitors and non-visitors.

33. This situation points to an important feature of national accounting design, which must be
considered more closely, viz.  the distinction between I-O characteristicity and purpose characteristicity.
In the case of I-O characteristicity the relation between commodities and industries is based on the
similarity of technologies, as often expressed in similar (symmetrical) classification notions of product
and the corresponding industry.  In the case of purpose characteristicity, it is the actual use of the
commodity which is determinant: however, when aggregated the uses are unlikely to correspond with a
sufficiently homogeneous industry aggregate; nor may an industry notion always readily correspond to a
specific, more detailed use category.  It is the limited possibilities of industry breakdown and the necessity
of sufficient homogeneity which work as a constraint.

34. Purpose characteristicity is not necessarily applied in a sense of excluding something as non-
characteristic but may be seen as the structure of visitors’ expenditure per se, possibly with an aggregation
structure more oriented to tourism (such as COICOP -- Classification of Individual Consumption by
Purpose).  The individual elements of this structure (i.e.  commodities arranged by such purpose, or at the
lowest aggregate level available) may then be related to another structure capable of I-O characteristicity
(usually CPC -- Central Product Classification).

35. In principle, COICOP elements can be defined in terms of CPC so that on the lowest level a
1 (COICOP) : 1 or n (CPC) situation is given.  Therefore, the supposed characteristicity sequence

purpose → commodity → industry

may not invariably hold.  There is probably no easy solution to these matters; indeed, the situation may
become more complex the broader the purpose groups that are used as the nature underlying the elements
of industries (Statistical Units) cannot be readily decomposed.
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36. These situations are reflected below:

Products (=Output)

Tourism 1.1.1 1.1.2 1.2.1 1.2.2
characteristic

Non-Tourism 2.1.1 2.1.2 2.2.1 2.2.2
characteristic

Examples

1.1.1 Overnight stays at spa hotel
1.1.2 Meal delivered by that hotel to a local hospital
1.2.1 Guided tour organised by that hotel
1.2.2 Locality rented out by that hotel to local business meeting

2.1.1 "-" (zero, by definition)
2.1.2 Farm producing milk
2.2.1 Guided tour organised by farmer
2.2.2 Wood cut by farmer from own woodlot

37. Thus, in this example, there are two I-O activities (spa hotel and farm) and two I-O products
(accommodation and milk production).  Within each of these two latter, there are other aspects of output
that are not identified at the I-O level.  That is, whereas for the hotel accommodation services (1.1.1) are
its primary output (otherwise it would not be classified to this industry), it also produces meals, some of
which are sold to the local hospital (1.1.2).  While both these products are both I-O characteristic output,
the meals delivered to the local hospital are not tourism output as the demand does not come from a
visitor.  On the other hand, the hotel produces (I) organised tours (1.2.1) and (ii) rents out its facilities for
local business meetings (1.2.2).  Neither of these are I-O characteristic output for accommodation services
industry.  Renting the locality for a local business meeting is not tourism output as it is not used for
tourism purposes.  Thus, of the four outputs of the hotel, while two are characteristic of a tourism industry
(I-O characteristicity) and two are not, they are not the same two outputs that represent tourism demand
(purpose characteristicity).

38. As far as the farm is concerned, the opposite applies.  Farming is not a (characteristic) tourism
industry.  In this instance, however, in addition to its output that is characteristic of agriculture (milk,

I-O
characteristicity

purpose
characteristicity

I/O Characteristic
(e.g. accommodation)

I/O Non-characteristic
(e.g. milk production)

Tourism
characteristic

Non-Tourism
characteristic

Tourism
characteristic

Non-Tourism
characteristic

A
C
T
I
V
I
T
I
E
S
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2.1.2) it produces output that is characteristic of tourism (tours organised by the farmer for visitors, 2.2.1)
and some which is not characteristic of either tourism or agriculture (wood cutting, 2.2.2).

39. Cell 2.1.1 is of particular interest, because it shows that within its I-O characteristicity range a
non-tourism industry cannot at the same time produce any touristic commodity.

40. From the above discussion it can be seen that when starting from purpose the situation is a bit
more complex than suggested by a straightforward commodity x industry tabulation.  Accordingly, there
would be more possible reference points of additional definition and classification, each pursuing a
different aspect of characteristicity.  Such systematic exhaustiveness, however, is not necessary in the
present context, which is to focus on the links of the purposes of tourism demand with the industry and
commodity discussion, to allow for coherent analysis.  In any case, as shown before, I-O characteristicity
and purpose characteristicity cannot be expected to be in a strictly defined 1 : 1 (or not even 1 : n)
relationship to each other and may not, therefore, be used interchangeably.

41. What now determines characteristicity? For an industry a simple criterion may be that where a
producer produces (however defined) characteristic tourism commodities it would either cease to exist in
its present form, producing its present product(s), or would be significantly affected, if tourism were to
cease (Tourism industry).  Similarly, and in a related fashion, a commodity has tourism characteristicity if
it represents an important part of tourism demand or a significant proportion of the commodity’s sales are
to visitors.  A further criterion may be that, without the provision of the commodity, tourism demand may
be significantly affected, even though the commodity may not represent a very important part of tourism
demand.

42. More is said on characteristicity in more practical terms later on, when the respective tabulations
are discussed.

43. It is evident that certain industries produce output which is unambiguously of a tourism nature.
The outputs of cruise ships or travel agents are almost entirely purchased by visitors while air passenger
transportation and (short-stay) accommodation services may also be said to be unambiguously of a
tourism nature.  Very little air passenger transportation is for non-visitors: certain travellers will be
emigrants, some will be on diplomatic service, some moving to a new place of residence to take up
employment but as a part of total sales these are very small.  Similarly, there may be some short term
accommodation that meets the needs of the indigent and (as noted above) there is always the possibility
that local residents may wish to spend a night (weekend) away from home.  For the most part, air
transportation services and accommodation services will be provided by the air transportation industry and
the accommodation industry, respectively, thereby making their classification to “tourism industries”
straightforward even though some output from short-stay accommodation and air passenger transportation
may be sold to non-visitors (and these industries may produce non-tourism output).

44. However, apart from these commodities, not many have an a priori claim to meet the tourism
characteristicity in that their sales may not necessarily be of a “tourism” nature.  The instance of meals is a
case in point.

45. Overall, visitor purchases of meals may not account for much more than a quarter of total sales
of the commodity “meals”.  On the other hand, meals are a necessary and important part of tourism
demand for any overnight visitors (or even for same day travel).  Therefore, while “meals” may fail on the
first criterion to meet tourism characteristicity (most of output is to meet tourism demand) they will meet
other criteria, such as representing a substantial part of tourism demand or that the industry would be
significantly affected were tourism activity to cease.  The same may apply to other commodities where a
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cessation of tourism would have a significant affect on the industry(ies) providing the commodity.  The
question of characteristicity is central to this question as it is to the whole of the TSA.

46. Rail transportation is a particular problem.  Rail transportation is passenger and freight.  Of the
passenger, a substantial (in some countries, an overwhelming) proportion is for commuting.  Given this,
just to separately identify passenger sales would not be sufficient.  Firstly, much of the inputs into freight
transport are the same as for passenger transportation (of which the track is the most obvious); secondly,
only a (small) proportion of rail passenger transportation is for visitors.  Separating out this latter may
require use of assumptions on ratios of use.

Valuation principles

47. The valuation principles that should be employed are essentially the same as those advocated in
SNA93, that is, production should be valued at basic values and use at purchasers’ prices.  In this way, the
derivation of value added (output less intermediate consumption) is attributed to the appropriate industry.

48. Para.  6.205 of the SNA defines the basic value as:

“the amount receivable by the producer from the purchaser for a unit of a good or service
produced as output minus any tax payable, and plus any subsidy receivable, on that unit as a
consequence of its production or sale.  It excludes any transport charges invoiced separately by
the producer.”

while Para.  6.215 defines purchasers’ prices as:

“ the amount paid by the purchaser, excluding deductible VAT or similar deductible tax, in
order to take delivery of a unit of a good or service at the time and place required by the
purchaser.  The purchaser’s price of a good includes any transport charges paid separately by
the purchaser to take delivery at the required time and place.”

49. Imports are something of a special case: they should be recorded at the equivalent of basic
values.  That is, they should be placed on a comparable basis to domestic production so that there is an
equivalence between an import’s price as it reaches the domestic economy and commodities produced in
the domestic economy.  Accordingly, imports are at a “basic value equivalence” by including in their price
all transportation costs to the country’s border as well as all import duties (if any).

50. If basic prices cannot be readily determined producer’s prices are a possible (but not very good)
substitute.  SNA Para.  6.205 define the producer’s price as:

“the amount receivable by the producer from the purchaser for a unit of a good or service
produced as output minus any VAT, or similar deductible tax, invoiced to the purchaser.  It
excludes any transport charges invoiced separately by the producer.”

51. In deriving basic values, the national accountant is usually required to start the construction of
supply and use tables with data which are provided at purchasers’ prices.  From these data are removed
any transportation, wholesale and retail margins (as these are produced by the transportation, wholesale
and retail industries.  Part of the reason for using basic values is to identify that part of value added that is
attributable to these industries: without this modification to the data, these margins would be included in
the value added of the manufacturer, for example, with the result that these industries would show little, if
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any, value added).  This calculation derives producers’ prices.  To derive basic values, commodity taxes
are removed.  This exercise requires identifying what are the taxes imposed on an industry’s output of
different commodities (such as excise taxes on gasoline, tobacco, alcohol, and any other taxes levied on
the commodity (such as wholesale or retail taxes)).  Most of these tax rates are available from legislation.
However, there may be exceptions or differing rates, depending on usage or there may be subsidies.  All
these modifications are necessary to derive basic values.  As already noted, rebatable VAT (or a similar
broadly based goods and services (consumption) tax) further complicates the exercise.

52. VAT complicates the situation as it is rebated to the seller.  In countries with a VAT, an
additional calculation will be required to ensure that value added is not reduced by ignoring the rebate
(i.e., intermediate purchasers are shown net of any VAT rebate).  The method of calculating the rebate is
an essential feature of the calculation of value added in these countries and it is suggested that whatever is
the practice in any particular country should be applied for the TSA.

53. Recording of VAT on output and on intermediate inputs should be undertaken on a “net”, rather
than a “gross”, basis.  Recording on a gross basis would involve the VAT’s being included in the value of
the transaction.  However, there are a number of reasons for not adopting this approach (as indicated in
para. 6.211 of the SNA).  These can best be summarised as a) businesses tend to keep their records in such
a fashion that the amounts of VAT paid and payable (and thus rebatable) are kept separately and thus
economic surveys will tend to have transactions recorded excluding VAT-type taxes; and b) recording
transactions on a gross basis would tend to distort the underlying economic situation as it does not reflect
the amounts of taxes actually paid by businesses.

54. Accordingly, the SNA requires that VAT should be recorded on a net basis.  SNA para.  6.212
defines the net basis as:

“(a) Outputs of goods and services are valued excluding invoiced VAT: imports are similarly
valued excluding invoiced VAT; Purchases of goods and services are recorded including
non-deductible VAT.”

55. The result of this treatment is that any transaction which involves a non-deductible VAT will
have two prices attached to it: the net price for the seller and the gross for the purchaser.  All these
differences complicate the derivation of output and value added for certain commodities and/or industries.
However, for pricing principles in the TSA to be the same as the national accounts, it is important that
there be the same approach.  These will need to be explored with each country’s national accounting
practices.

56. Some analysis is concerned with the amount of taxes less subsidies on production (“indirect
taxes”) that are generated by tourism.  This result can be derived by summing two sub-components: taxes
less subsidies on products and taxes less subsidies on production: other.

57. The first concept, taxes less subsidies on products, provides information on taxes (such as room
taxes on accommodation services, excise tax on fuel, retail or wholesale taxes (where there is no VAT))
which are paid by visitors which are not part of the output of the tourism industries.  Such information is
valuable for policy purposes.  The proportion of these taxes that is attributable to tourism demand may be
derived in the same way as the share of compensation of employees and gross operating surplus, i.e., by
applying the tourism ratio for the commodity for which the industry is primary.  Where an industry
produces more than one tourism commodity, a weighted average of the commodities should be applied,
weighted by the proportion of output of the different products.
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58. To calculate total taxes less subsidies on products generated by tourism demand it is necessary to
apportion to each commodity the appropriate tax rate(s).  These may vary depending on which industry
(or final consumption) in which they are used.  This information is usually available for the calculation of
the supply and use tables as part of the process to estimating basic prices.  Once the proportion of a given
commodity’s value at purchasers’ prices that is attributable to taxes has been derived, the taxes less
subsidies that are the result of tourism demand can be derived using the tourism ratio for each commodity.

59. The second concept, taxes less subsidies on production: other, is derived as part of an industry’s
value added, which can be decomposed into compensation of employees, gross operating surplus and
“taxes less subsidies on production: other”.  This latter is what the industry itself pays as a result of its
productive activity.  Included in this are taxes on land and payroll taxes.  The proportion attributable to
tourism is generated using the tourism ratio.

60. By summing the two approaches (“taxes less subsidies on production: other” generated by the
industry adjusted for the share attributable to tourism demand plus taxes less subsidies on products that
from tourism demand) total taxes less subsidies on production that result from tourism demand is
measured.

Time of recording

61. As far as time of recording is concerned, the TSA operates on the same basis as SNA93, that is,
on an accruals basis, not on cash or “due for payments” bases.  Therefore, regardless of when or how a
transaction is settled, it is when the good or service changes hands that the transaction should be recorded.

62. For example, if a visitor stays at an hotel and has the hotel invoice his/her place of employment,
the transaction should be recorded at the time the visitor was at the hotel.  The invoicing is separate and
would involve entries in a financial account (as “accounts receivable” on the part of the hotel and as
“accounts payable” on the part of the visitor’s business).  The same is true for pre-paid travel.  If a visitor
buys an airline ticket for a flight in three weeks, the delivery of the service (the flight) should not be
recorded until the visitor has travelled.  Until that time, there is an (implicit) account receivable for the
visitor and an account payable by the airline.

63. The effect of the use of accrual accounting has a more noticeable impact where capital is being
acquired, though it differs depending on whether the capital is equipment or construction, especially
where the capital takes several periods to complete.

64. For example, if an airline orders an aircraft, it will take several years before it takes delivery.
Over that time, the airline will be required to make progress payments.  In strict national accounting
terms, these should be recorded as financial claims/liabilities (trade credit) so that the aircraft is acquired
by the airline only when it is completed (and the financial account entries are reversed).

65. On the other hand, if an hotel operator contracts with a construction company to have an hotel
built, the correct treatment in SNA93 is that capital formation by the hotel operator should be recorded as
the value of work put in place by the construction company, regardless of how long it may be before the
building is ready for occupation.  In this instance, the argument is that the hotel (or other large
construction project) changes hands progressively, on the basis that it can be used (at least partially)
before it is completed.
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66. However, in most cases, the hotel operator will not know the amount of work put in place and
may record on a payments basis (that is, as and when progress payments are made).  Even so, wherever
possible, the principles noted above should be followed although it is recognised that this is not always
possible.  In that case, whatever treatment is used in the compilation of the country’s national accounts
should be adopted.

Statistical units

67. For the producing unit, the statistical unit is the establishment as opposed to the enterprise (the
legal entity or the proxy of the legal entity that covers financing, acquisition of financial assets and
liabilities).  The reason for the preference for the establishment (or some similar unit) over the enterprise
is that an establishment is the statistical unit which is concerned with production whereas the enterprise
has a wider, and less focused, role (including financing activity—which lies outside the scope of this
TSA).  For many small, single site/location, producing units, the establishment and the enterprise are often
the same.  For these units, there is less likelihood of multi-commodity output so that the specialisation
ratio tends to be close to 100%.  However, for larger units, or units with more than one location, there is a
greater likelihood that there will be either more than one characteristic tourism commodity produced or
non-tourism output will be produced as well as tourism characteristic output.  Accordingly, the closer the
data are related to a single site, single commodity producing unit, the better.

68. For the user, as all tourism outlays are made to meet the needs and wants of the visitor, a human
being, the first point of observation may be through a household based collection for resident
expenditure.  Whatever mechanism is used , however, would need to indicate which expenditures were
made for personal use and which for business use (i.e., were inputs costs of the business or government)
so as to determine whether the user should be identified as either an establishment (for intermediate
consumption) or a person or a non-profit institution serving households.  For non-residents, data on
tourism demand needs to be collected through a survey of non-residents as they leave, or after they have
left, the country.

69. In the TSA we are concerned with tourism demand.  Tourism consumption is mainly separated
into: 1) expenditures by households for leisure, recreation or visiting friends or relations and paid by
themselves (or another household on their behalf); and 2) expenditure by establishments (via business and
government employees travelling on behalf, or for the purposes, of their employers or unincorporated
businesses) and which expenditures are paid for by the employer (or unincorporated businesses).  Under
national accounting principles, the former is part of household final consumption; the latter part of
intermediate consumption (that is, expenses undertaken to produce output included in the production
boundary).

Tourism consumption =

1.  Tourism expenditures paid by households (and part of household final expenditure)

plus

2.  Tourism expenditure paid by establishments (part of intermediate consumption)
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70. A related issue is one that is not always recognised as a national accounting principle: meals by
business travellers, that are paid for by their employers, are not intermediate consumption.  They are
considered to be final demand (as an imputation, of equal value, to compensation of employees to raise
the business travellers’ income from which the meal is deemed to have been paid.)

71. It is important to notice that tourism consumption by business travellers in the TSA will cover
only tourism expenditure paid by the establishment.  Where a business traveller spends three days at a
business meeting in another town, the transportation, accommodation etc.  are paid by the business.
However, going to the theatre in the evening, or staying on for an extra day, are not expenses paid for by
the establishment—these are expenses paid for by the traveller on his/her own account and are, therefore,
part of household final expenditure.  Establishing a distinction between these types of expenditure can be
very difficult, however.

72. There are four points which should perhaps be re-emphasised.  Firstly, business (including
government) tourism demand is part of total tourism demand because tourism is not limited to leisure
expenditure by household (or, indeed, to just total household “tourism” expenditure).  At the same time,
where a traveller is involved in “shuttle trade”—that is, the purchase of goods in one country for resale in
another—the purchase of these shuttle goods are not included as tourism demand as they not incurred to
meet the (human)needs of the visitor while travelling.  In other words, shuttle trade activity is not part of
tourism demand and the traveller is not a visitor if the activity is undertaken on a regular basis.  In
essence, what the acquisition of shuttle trade goods represents is capital goods (as inventory) which are
not part of tourism demand, by definition.  Secondly, where a household undertakes a regular shopping
trip across a border the trip is part of the usual environment and is not considered “tourism demand”.
Only when the cross border trips are sufficiently rare to be considered “outside the usual environment”
should they be included in tourism demand.  Thirdly, that as far as the derivation of TVA is concerned, it
is not material whether expenditure is undertaken as part of final demand or as intermediate consumption.
However, for analytical use of where characteristic tourism output is being used, the information is very
important.  Fourthly, where a household visitor’s expenses are met by a host family—be it transportation
costs or paying for a restaurant meal—these expenses are part of tourism demand and represent an implied
transfer to the visiting household which then is deemed to make the expenditure on its own behalf.
However, it is recognised that obtaining this information may be difficult.  At the same time, however, no
imputation should be made for tourism accommodation which is provided without charge (such as visiting
friends or family) but any gifts which may be made as a (part) compensation for the visit should be
included in tourism demand.

Production boundary

73. The production boundary of the TSA is the same as that for the SNA.  This means, inter alia, that
the production of services undertaken in the household for use by that household is excluded.
Accordingly, not only are meals prepared in the home for use by visitors excluded (except for the value of
the food) but also excluded are the services from consumer durables (for further discussion see below).
On the other hand, while the output of owner-occupied housing is included in the production boundary of
the national accounts, no imputation is made in the TSA as part of tourism demand (except on second
homes, see below) as the link between the demand of visitors and the supply by the host family is
insufficiently clear and close.

74. As the TSA is based on a domestic concept, in line with SNA production and the TEA, the locus
of production is central.  Residence is determined by centre of economic interest and the domestic
economy by the geographical borders of the country/region concerned.  A non-resident is an entity
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(person, enterprise, government, non-profit institution, international organisation such as the OECD or the
IMF) whose centre of economic activity lies outside these geographical borders.

Intermediate consumption of characteristic tourism industries

75. Intermediate consumption of characteristic tourism industries requires some explanation.  What
this issue concerns is the extent to which an industry consumes its own output.  If, for example, an
employee of an hotel, while working on a business project, stays at another hotel, owned by the same
company, in another city from the one in which she/he normally works, the employee will be a visitor.
He/she will also consume the output of the hotel industry.  How should this be treated in the TSA? Insofar
as the costs of the accommodation are borne by the hotel, the employee will not know how much it cost to
stay at the hotel.  The company will not record any sales of accommodation services but it will incur
marginal costs (such as laundry and cleaning costs).

76. In principle, the transaction should be “grossed up” (i.e., a value of the services provided to the
employee should be imputed).  The reason for this is that insofar as the TSA seeks to capture the delivery
of goods and services to visitors and there has been a “transaction” take place (albeit an implicit one)
output and demand should be recorded in the same way as there would have been had the employee stayed
at another company’s hotel and paid for his/her accommodation.  However, it may not be practical to try
to measure these from either the employee or the employer (i.e., from the demand or the supply sides).

Classifications (Section under development)

77. The classification systems employed in the TSA are as follows:

− for commodities, the CPC

− for industries, ISIC

− for institutional sector, those of the SNA (i.e., households, non-financial corporations,
financial corporations, general government and non-profit institutions serving households
(NPISHs).  Also the rest of the world is the same as the SNA,.  The definition of resident
(and non-resident) is the same as in the SNA and the Balance of Payments.

SOME CONCEPTUAL ISSUES REVISITED

78. Before the structure of the TSA is elaborated, it is worthwhile reviewing some of the concepts
that are the basis of the TEA in the Manual of the Tourism Economic Accounts and which concepts remain
at the heart of the TSA.

79. As noted above, the TSA, is based on the national accounts, as is the TEA.  There are a number
of reasons for this: a) the national accounts are a fully developed set of economic statistics which offer a
comprehensive view of the economy; b) because of the foregoing the national accounts are very well used
and understood.  In consequence, a TSA based on them does not have to restate or create a new set of
basic concepts; c) by having the TSA based on the national accounts, one of the benefits is that it will help
overcome the credibility problem from which tourism statistics suffer; and d) as a result of the preceding
point, tourism’s contribution to the economy will be more readily identifiable and recognised.
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80. The basis of the TSA will be domestic economic activity, as it is with the TEA.  That is, it is the
activities of residents (and non-residents) that take place within the geographical boundaries of the
country (region) that are the focus of measurement.  The domestic concept allows for both international
comparability and additivity and is also important as it is the arena where policy of governments are
designed, principally, to have their impact.

81. That having been said, however, the TSA will measure imports of competing tourism
commodities so that comparison can be made between what a country is producing and what it is
importing.  (They are also important for such analytical exercises as impact models as they represent a
leakage from the domestic economy.)

Consumer durables

82. How to treat expenditure on consumer durables has provoked considerable debate.

83. If consumer durables were introduced into a TSA, they could be regarded either as capital
expenditures or as consumption goods.

84. If they were counted as capital goods, the production boundary would need to be changed.  The
production boundary of the national accounts has been set to include those transactions that are market
based or have a very close proxy to market production.  The measure of output in the national accounts is
not designed to capture all economic production: among activities excluded are transactions between
members of the same household.  Therefore, goods that are used by households for their own benefit and
which are of a “capital nature” (i.e., which have lives of greater than one year, such as cars, washing
machines, etc.  but not dwellings) for the delivery of on-going services are not considered to be “capital”.
All such purchases by households (as individuals or groups of individuals, i.e., excluding any purchases
they make as unincorporated businesses) are treated as consumption.  If a consumer durable, such as a
camera, were treated as a capital purchase, by definition, that would mean that as a capital good it would
have to have an input to a productive process within the production boundary on an on-going basis (i.e.,
for more than a year) that is, a stream of services would be measured as the output from these capital
goods.  However, as household production (such as a means of transporting the children to a sports event)
has been excluded from the production boundary of the national accounts, consumer durables cannot be
treated as capital goods within that framework.  Accordingly, to treat consumer durables as capital in the
TSA would mean that the link with the core national accounts is weakened.  And by so doing, one of the
principal benefits of a TSA, viz., the calculation of the proportion of GDP that is attributable to tourism,
would be not be possible.  It would not be possible (or meaningful) to say that “tourism expenditures”
represented x% of GDP as the numerator would be on a different basis from the denominator.  Insofar as
generating credibility for tourism is an important part of the development of a TSA, loss of that
relationship (to GDP) would be a severe problem.  This is not to say that it could not be done: a satellite
account can be virtually anything the designer/user wants it to be.  However, if one of the goals is to
determine a direct relationship with the national accounts, in general, and with GDP, in particular, such a
goal would be defeated.  In essence, to argue that consumer durables should be included because they
provide an equivalent service to car rental companies, for example, is to argue for the creation of a
notional “ownership of tourism consumer durables” industry as an extension to the present production
boundary.  Such a change would involve changing the underpinnings of the present structure of the SNA.

85. That having been said, however, there are two types of expenditures on consumer durables that
are included in the TSA.  Firstly, all consumer durables acquired while on the trip should be considered
part of tourism demand in the same way that all purchases of services and goods, such as food or clothing,
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are considered part of tourism expenditures undertaken while on the trip.  Secondly, for single purpose
tourism consumer durables, i.e., those with a very high tourism usage, such as luggage, their inclusion in
the TSA is appropriate, regardless of when they are acquired as their use will be solely, or very largely, for
tourism purposes .They would be best measured from the demand side.  The value of all the goods that are
to be included is the sum of the retail, wholesale and transport margins and the basic value of the good.
The list of single purpose consumer durables whose purchase is to be considered part of tourism
expenditure will be presented in Appendix E.

Second homes

86. Second homes pose a particular problem for the TSA.  In this context, second homes should be
regarded as residential structures that households own in a different environment from that of their
primary residence which are used as a retreat of some sort from their primary residences.  However, for
purposes of the TSA, to be regarded as part of the phenomenon of “tourism” , second homes must be
considered to be “outside the usual environment” and to be used for tourism purposes.  Drawing such a
distinction may be very difficult and will be made, at least in part, on the frequency with which the second
home is (intended to be) used.  Such second homes may be a “country cottage” which is used as a summer
weekend escape; or a ski chalet used during (some) winter weekends; or a beach hut for use during
summer or the children’s vacation or some similar purpose and location.  Second homes which serve as a
business location or as a place to stay while at another business location should not be included as they are
not outside the “usual environment” and are not used for tourism purposes.

87. Also included among second homes are time share units.  These are usually units in a “tourism”
location which are owned by many different parties in common.  Each party is assigned its own time for
use during the year (a one, two week spot, etc.) which may be changed with other owners or which can be
rented to third parties.  Each party bears a proportional share of the cost of the operation of the unit,
proportional to the amount of investment in the acquisition of the property (or time allowed for use,
perhaps weighted by the popularity of the season where the units are to be used) as well as earning
proportionally any income.  For purposes of the TSA, these time share units are to be considered to be
“second homes”, providing the same criteria as for other second homes are met (i.e., outside the usual
environment and they are used for tourism purposes.)

88. The acquisition of second homes should be regarded as part of tourism gross fixed capital
investment of the industry “ownership of homes”.  While the purchase should not be treated as tourism
demand, any imputed rent (or where there are rents paid for their use by third parties, the actual cash rent)
from such homes should be regarded as part of tourism demand.

89. This imputation of rent on second homes and time share units follows the national accounts’
treatment of imputation of rent on owner occupied residences.  This imputation is because the national
accounts seek to measure not only purely “market” but also “quasi-market” transactions where failure to
measure them would cause a distortion in the national accounts over time.  For example, where an owner
occupier moves to another city (on a three year contract) and stays with relatives, s/he may rent the
house/apartment while away.  During that period, the residence would continue to provide the same
services to the tenant as to the owner.  If only money rents were recorded in the national accounts, there
would appear to have occurred an increase in economic activity when none had occurred as there would
now be a rental payment by the tenant to the owner whereas previously the owner would not have paid
himself/herself anything.  To avoid such an eventuality, the national accounts impute a rent to the owners
of their houses they occupy under the “invariant rule”, namely, that measures of economic activity are
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invariant to changes to non-economic occurrences.  Insofar as the TSA seeks to use national accounts
concepts as far as possible, it is appropriate to adopt the same approach.

90. Where a second home, meeting the above criteria for classification to tourism, is owned by a
non-resident, the TSA follows the same rules as SNA93 and the Balance of Payments 5th Edition.  That is,
where the non-resident is a person or unincorporated business, the non-resident is deemed to have invested
indirectly in that second home through a notional company.  The reason for this treatment is that all
physical capital is treated as being part of the domestic economy and that all production (i.e., payment of
rents and any running costs) associated with that physical capital is produced domestically and is,
therefore, part of Gross Domestic Product.  Any income (or loss) that may be generated by the second
home would be measured in the “income account” of the Balance of Payments (i.e., the account that
measures flows of property income, not the production of goods and services) and as part of the
Distribution of Income Account in the national accounts.  By the same token, any acquisition of a
“tourism” second home by a person or unincorporated business which is a non-resident would be recorded
in a similar fashion, i.e., through the notional company, so that the acquisition would be considered to
have occurred in the domestic economy (i.e., where the second is located).  The financing would be
recorded in the financial account but this lies outside the TSA.

91. An alternative view on the treatment of second homes and whether they should be included in a
TSA is that the TSA should focus solely on market (i.e., monetary) transactions that are related to the
delivery of a service (or good) to the visitor.  Inasmuch as the service flow from a second home to its
owner lies outside the market (in that there is no actual transaction) and inasmuch as the purpose of the
TSA is to measure market transactions to assist in policy making, then any imputation may be
inappropriate.  However, in most cases, the construction and acquisition of second homes involves a
market transaction.  If the acquisition of a second home is to be regarded as a market based capital
transaction, it follows that the service should also be treated as part of tourism output to meet tourism
demand.  Accordingly, it seems inappropriate to leave them out.

Gross fixed capital formation

92. From the foregoing, it should be evident that gross fixed capital formation of tourism industries
does not constitute tourism demand.  There is no direct relationship between the visitor and the acquisition
of capital by the tourism industries: the visitor will use the stream of services provided by such capital but
the acquisition of the capital is undertaken by the industry.  Thus, for example, an aircraft is bought by an
airline; the visitor buys a ticket from the airline to fly from A to B, to acquire transportation services.
While the airline cannot provide the service to the passenger without the aircraft, it is not the
passenger/visitor who buys the aircraft from the manufacturer.  As a consequence, gross fixed capital
formation by tourism industries is a very important variable (as is the capital stock) but it only has an
indirect impact on the measure of tourism demand and TVA, for example.

93. While the importance of capital acquisition is recognised in the OECD’s TSA, there are two
particular difficulties that arise when considering what should be included.

94. In the first place, there is the question of what should be counted as part of the characteristic
tourism industry’s capital acquisition.  For some industries, this may be very straightforward.  In an
industry such as air transportation, if all, or nearly all the output is acquired by visitors, then it may be
reasonable to say that all the industry’s capital acquisition should be included in the TSA.  However, as
noted earlier, such an assumption may not necessarily be legitimate for all industries for at least two
reasons.  Firstly, as already noted, not all industries are characterised by a single commodity output.
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Airlines may carry freight as well as passengers; hotels may provide meals or rent space for retail outlets
as well as providing accommodation; rail services carry not only freight and passengers but many of the
passengers may be commuters (i.e., non-visitors).  It could be argued that we could apply the tourism ratio
to an industry’s capital acquisition but that assumes that there is the same capital input to meet tourism
demand as there are for all other inputs when, in fact, capital inputs will vary across the range of outputs
for the industry.  In some instances, this may be a legitimate assumption, in others less legitimate.  It can
perhaps be reasonably argued that the higher the tourism “specialisation ratio” (that is, the ratio of the
primary tourism output of the industry to its total output) the better the assumption.  However, for
industries that use their capital in common for different purposes (such as rail transportation) this poses
considerable difficulties.  The marginal cost of capital of meeting tourism demand may be close to zero in
an industry which uses capital in common for a variety of purposes and any tourism element may be
small.  Any derivation of a “tourism” capital acquisition should be treated with caution.

95. The second issue concerning the measurement of capital acquisition concerns suppliers of
services to those industries that supply services (and goods) to visitors.  Thus, for example, the
construction of an airport is not usually undertaken by an airline.  Yet without such capital aircraft cannot
fly.  By the same argument, bus companies could not provide passenger transportation services without
roads, shipping companies without docking facilities, and, in some countries, where the track is not owned
by the rail operators, rail companies could not provide rail passenger transportation.

96. As it is proposed in this TSA that airports (especially terminal buildings) that are built by
airlines and that rail track and sea ports which are built by rail operators and shipping companies should
all be treated as tourism gross fixed capital formation, it may appear appropriate that these same
investments which are undertaken by other bodies (be they government or private companies) should also
be treated as tourism gross fixed capital formation.  This logic is appropriate for the construction of
airports and long distance bus transportation which are often constructed by bodies that are separate from
airlines and long distance bus operators and who do not, therefore, provide a service directly to visitors:
the capital so employed has (ultimately) a very high tourism usage.  On the other hand, because roads are
not built by bus companies, and because roads, seaports and rail track have much greater use for
non-tourism than for tourism purposes, these should be excluded from the measure of tourism gross fixed
capital formation.  The principle here is that where capital investment is undertaken by a unit which does
not have a direct relationship with the visitor in the provision of the tourism commodity such investment
will be considered “tourism” investment only where there is a very high proportion of use of that capital
by characteristic tourism industries.

Tourism bureaux and non-market production

97. Tourism bureaux and non-market production pose particular problems in the measurement of
tourism demand.  For the most part, tourism bureaux and non-market production offer their output at no
charge or at less than economically significant prices.  The kinds of service referred to here are such
things as information offices (e.g., at airports, in local communities) and museums and libraries.  Tourism
promotion bureaux that market a particular area or country fall into a somewhat different category and are
discussed below.

98. Non-market production that may be used substantially by visitors is particularly difficult to
classify.  Such services as museums and galleries may be provided free of charge or at subsidised prices.
In national accounting practice, non-market production is valued at the cost of inputs (compensation of
employees, office rental, stationery, printing, advertising, etc.).  and is deemed to be purchased by the
producer (e.g., the government).  Accordingly, it may be appropriate to use a new concept in SNA93, viz.,
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“individual” (as opposed to “collective”) consumption of governments and non-profit institutions serving
households (NPISHs).  This concept represents an attempt to overcome institutional differences between
countries, where, for example, health services may be provided by the state in some countries or provided
(in whole or in part) by private insurance, in others.  The primary areas where this distinction has been
drawn are for health and education, which are deemed to be “individual” consumption (i.e., expenditure
by governments which results in the direct benefits flowing to individuals) versus “collective”
consumption (such as defence, or public administration) where there is no clear cut direct benefit which
flows directly to the individual (in many respects, the discussion is between the provision of public and
private “goods” (and services) by general government and NPISHs).

99. As far as tourism is concerned, treating such non-market services as museums and galleries as
“individual” consumption may be a mechanism whereby the direct link between producer and visitor can
be established.  By this mechanism, an imputation shows households receiving (and paying for, via
government support) the services that result.  By treating the transactions in this way the TSA maintains
the direct link between visitor and provider of the service even if no charge has been made.  Nonetheless,
there is still a considerable data issue to determine how much of the services of museums, for example,
are acquired by visitors versus local residents.  What may be required is the use of visitor numbers who
visit these facilities and a separate supply side collection of data from the producers as to their costs and to
pro-rate the amounts that are (indirectly) part of tourism demand.

100. With regard to tourism promotion bureaux their output is not acquired by visitors, at least not
directly.  To the extent that advertising, for example, has an effect on behaviour it could be said that
promotional advertising affects travellers.  However, the relationship is, at best, unclear.  Moreover, the
output of promotional agencies are a) more clearly acquired by the parties paying for the promotion
directly (e.g., a government or an hotel association) in the same way as advertising is normally regarded
as being acquired by the party paying for it; and b) even were it possible to demonstrate a link between
such promotional activities and the economic behaviour of travellers at some future date it would not be in
their capacity as visitors that the promotion were instrumental in affecting behaviour.  Their output,
therefore, does not constitute tourism demand and does not contribute to TVA but the expenditures are
part of “tourism’s economic impact in the economy” and countries may wish to provide this information
as a memorandum item to the table.

Land

101. Purchases of land can be an important part of tourism capital outlays (for example, as the land
under an hotel or second home).  However, land is not created in the process of production and so it
cannot be considered to be gross fixed capital formation.  Nonetheless, land is an asset and it is important
that purchase of land, and the holding of land, be included in a TSA.  For example, returns to capital
should include a return all capital, including land.  Similarly, taxes are frequently levied on land as a
separate element of capital and it is useful for analytical purposes to identify tax ratios.  Accordingly, land
is shown separately in the table on the acquisition of capital and in the capital stock table.

102. Other issues that should be reviewed are: tourism as a demand based concept and
characteristicity of supply; valuation principles and the time of recording a transaction; the treatment of
tourism intermediate consumption by tourism industries; and the use of frequent flyer programs.
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Frequent flyer programs

103. Frequent flyer programs have become very common.  Under a frequent flyer program, a traveller
accumulates points based on the number of flights he/she takes with a particular airline (as a mechanism
to encourage passenger loyalty).  When a sufficient number of points have been accumulated, the traveller
can use them to fly free (depending on the number accumulated and the distance to destination).  In a
TSA, no adjustment is made for these “free” flights as, in principle, they have already been paid for
(during the accumulation of the (paid) flights).  Accordingly, it would be double counting to impute any
“sale”.  It should be noted that “frequent flyer” points can be accumulated by other means than flying
(e.g., from car rental, hotel accommodation) and used for other purposes than flying.  But whatever the
source or use, no imputation is required.

Package tours

104. An area of particular concern for the derivation of TVA concerns package tours.  This issue was
discussed at some length in the Manual for the Tourism Economic Accounts but because of the importance
for tourism of package tours the issue is re-visited here.

105. Package tours may be seen as the quintessential tourism product as they may be the only product
that is unequivocally sold to visitors.  They may be sold to the visitor either through an agent or by a tour
organiser.  In the first instance, the agent is not at risk and so is not a principal.  Consequently, the
treatment of the agent’s output is the same as for any other retailer: the margin.  For the organiser, the
situation is very different.  The organiser acts as principal in bringing together the various components of
the package (such as the transportation, the accommodation, meals, sightseeing, etc.) and is at risk if there
is insufficient demand for the package.  Either way, however, the purchaser of the package (the visitor)
has no idea what are the costs of the various aspects of the package.

106. The “gross” treatment that is the preference in the TEA treats all the purchases by the organiser
as intermediate consumption and the output is a single commodity “package tours” which was acquired by
the final user.

107. The alternative “net” treatment of the TEA records the organiser’s margins as the sole output --
arranging the tour—and regards the components of the tour as having been purchased directly by the
visitor.

108. There are two major implications of the gross treatment.  Firstly, it tends to violate the basic
principle of the use of basic values, if the organiser is viewed as not changing the nature of the products
that constitute the package.  The seat on the aircraft, the room in the hotel, etc., would be the same
regardless of whether they were part of a package or acquired directly by the visitor.  In that sense, the
organiser is no different from any other “middle man” in that the output of the facilitator is not the gross
sale but merely the margin that the intermediary charges between the cost of the services/goods purchased
and the revenue earned from the sale.  In many respects, the organiser of a package tour is that of a
“wholesaler” of services, versus the normal wholesaler of goods.  In national accounting, the output of
wholesalers (and retailers) is deemed to be only the margin, not the total sale of the commodities sold,
because these producers are not deemed to transform the products in any way.  The good that leaves the
factory is, to all intents and purposes, the same as that which is sold to the final user.  Essentially, the role
of the wholesaler and retailer is to save the purchaser the time that would be involved in visiting all the
different factories, and all the different products.  The good remains unchanged.  This is largely the same
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for a package tour organiser: the services provided by the hotel, airline, etc.  are not altered in any way by
the tour organiser.

109. On the other hand, it could be argued that there is a difference between standard wholesaling and
the purchase of a package tour.  For the purchaser of a good from a standard wholesaler, the purchaser is
buying separate goods, that is, the purchaser acquires chairs, tables, carpets, etc.  as individual
commodities, clearly distinct and discrete.  For a package, by its very nature, the purchaser acquires the
whole, not the individual parts separately, raising the issue of whether package tours are a sui generis,
whether the underlying commodities have been transformed into a new product, or whether the component
parts of the package remain essentially just that, separate commodities, and the “packaging” of the tour is
only the service of assembling them into one commodity for the convenience of the purchaser (i.e., in
much the same way as a retailer or wholesaler of goods).  The TSA adopts the approach that the
relationship between the visitor and the airline, for example, is essentially the same whether the visitor is
travelling as part of a package tour or whether the visitor is just using the airline services separately.  This
issue was discussed above in more general terms on the nature of the physical and economic relationships
inherent in a “tourism relationship” between supplier and user.  (See paragraphs 18 to 22.)

110. The second implication of the use of the “gross” approach would be that the TVA of the air
passenger transportation industry or the hotel or restaurant industries, for example, would be
commensurately smaller because some of their output would be purchased by organisers (non-visitors)
and thus would not represent a direct “tourism” relationship with the visitor.  An example may help to
illustrate the point.

111. An organiser assembles a package which covers air fare, hotel and meals.  The air fare costs the
organiser 500, the hotel 300 and the meals 200, for a total of 1000 which is sold to the visitor for 1200.
This would mean the organiser has a value added of 200 (1200 - 1000) .  Under the “gross” approach, total
TVA for this activity is 200 (the organiser’s margin).  In this example, there would be no TVA for the
airline, the hotel operator or the restaurateur as their output is not sold directly to the visitor but to the
organiser.  Therefore, their transactions cannot be counted as tourism demand.

112. However, under a “net” approach, while the 200 would still be considered to be TVA so would
the value added for the airline of the sale of the ticket in the same way as if there were no organiser and
the same would apply to the hotel and the restaurateur.

113. Assume that the airline’s intermediate costs for the ticket are 350, its TVA would be 150
(500 - 350) from the sale of the ticket.  For the hotel operator, assume the intermediate costs are 200 for
the provision of the accommodation services for this visitor.  Its TVA in this instance would be 100
(300 - 200).  Similarly, for the restaurateur.  Assume its intermediate costs are 120.  In this case, its TVA
would 80 (200 - 120).  The total TVA using the “net” approach would be 200 (the organiser’s margin)
plus 150 (the airline’s value added) plus 100 (the hotel’s value added) plus 80 (the restaurateur’s value
added) for a total of 530.

114. However, while in principle, it is considered appropriate for the TSA to adopt the net approach,
it is recognised that that may not be possible where there are insufficient data to record output in this
manner.  In that case, the gross approach may be used where that is the method employed in member
countries’ national accounts.  What that means is that the inputs for tour organisers will need to be grossed
up to cover all the costs of the accommodation, transportation, etc.  and output will record all the sales, not
just the margin.  This modification is reflected in Tables 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A and 6A where the “organiser’s
margin” has been changed to record gross sales of tour organisers or to record “package tours” as a
separate commodity.  The use of approach will have an effect on the results unless the organisers’
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purchases of characteristic tourism commodities are “looked through” by which is meant that the tourism
purchases of organisers are deemed to be purchased by the visitors as well as the organisers.

115. Unless tour organisers are “looked through”, all the purchases of the packages’ components are
excluded from tourism demand as they constitute inputs for the organisers.  As noted above, the net effect
will be to reduce TVA.  If, however, tour organisers are “looked through”, characteristic tourism
commodities that are acquired by the organisers will also be recorded as having been purchased directly
by visitors and hence will contribute to TVA.  In that case, the TVA would be the same using either the
gross or the net approach.  The interpretation of the results would need to be undertaken with care so that
it was made clear that the value added of the suppliers (e.g., the airlines) which resulted from the supply
of the characteristic tourism commodity tot he organiser had been passed through to the visitor, rather than
merely having been an input to the non-visitor (i.e., the organiser).  Even so, the use of the gross approach
poses problems within the TSA as it is important to know what are the purchases by organisers in order to
allocate the output of the supplying industries (for example, for meal services) where not all of the output
is for tourism demand.  While total purchases by organisers will allow the generation of TVA for
organisers it will not allow for an adequate calculation of the TVA for industries supplying the organisers
as there will be insufficient information to identify how much of their output has been sold to visitors
and/or organisers and how much to non-visitors.

TSA TABLES

116. The TSA has fourteen tables:

Table 1 Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries net basis (current prices)

Table 2 Tourism Supply and Demand, by Type of Commodity and Type of Visitor, net basis, at
purchasers’ prices (current prices)

Table 3 Deliveries of Tourism Supply from characteristic Tourism and Other Industries, to Meet
Tourism Demand by Different Types of Visitors, net basis (current prices)

Table 4 Tourism Value Added of Characteristic Industries and other Industries, net basis (current
prices)

Table 5 Tourism Employment of Characteristic Tourism and Other Industries

Table 6 Visitor Characteristics, Same Day Visitors and Tourists, net basis

Table 7 Characteristic Tourism Industries’ Gross Capital Acquisition

Table 8 Characteristic Tourism Industries’ Gross Capital Stock

Table 9 Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries, net basis, (prices of previous period)

Table 10 Tourism Supply and Demand, by Type of Commodity and Type of Visitor, net basis, at
purchasers’ prices (prices of previous period)

Table 11 Deliveries of Tourism Supply from characteristic Tourism and Other Industries, to Meet
Tourism Demand by Different Types of Visitors, net basis (prices of previous period)
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Table 12 Tourism Value Added of Characteristic Industries and other Industries, net basis (prices of
previous period)

Table 13 Characteristic Tourism Industries Gross Fixed Capital Acquisition (prices of previous period)

Table 14 Characteristic Tourism Industries’ Gross Capital Stock (prices of previous period)

117. As Tables 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 11 and 12 are based on the net approach to the treatment of
package tours, countries seeking to report on a gross basis will need to complete the following tables
instead:

Table 1A Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries, gross basis (current prices)

Table 2A Tourism Supply and Demand, by Type of Commodity and Type of Visitor, gross basis, at
purchasers’ prices (current prices)

Table 3A Deliveries of Tourism Supply from characteristic Tourism and Other Industries, to Meet
Tourism Demand by Different Types of Visitors, gross basis (current prices)

Table 4A Tourism Value Added of Characteristic Tourism Industries, gross basis (current prices)

Table 6A Visitor Characteristics, Same Day Visitors and Tourists, gross basis

Table 9A Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries, gross basis (prices of previous
period)

Table 10A Tourism Supply and Demand, by Type of Commodity and Type of Visitor, gross basis, at
purchasers’ prices (prices of previous period)

Table 11A Deliveries of Tourism Supply from characteristic Tourism and Other Industries, to Meet
Tourism Demand by Different Types of Visitors, gross basis (prices of previous period)

Table 12A Tourism Value Added of Characteristic Industries and other Industries, gross basis (prices of
previous period)

118. However, it must be stressed that countries will be asked to complete these tables in a staged
introduction, over a number of years.

119. These tables are based largely on the TEA but expand and modify them to address some of the
issues (raised in the earlier discussion) which the TEA do not adequately address.  The tables are
inter-related so that information can (and does) feed from one to another.  In this way, the role of tourism
in economic activity and employment can be readily identified.

120. To understand these inter-connections, we shall describe each of the tables first and then indicate
how they can be used individually and together.  It should be noted that, in line with the TEA, the
commodities are defined as in CPC and industries as in ISIC.
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Description of the tables

121. Table 1 Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries net basis (current prices)
provides one of the basic building blocks for the identification of characteristic tourism industries as well
as some important related industries.  What is identified as “characteristic” may not cover all the
industries in any given country or they may be too many.  The exact nature of what is relevant in any
particular economy depends on the nature of tourism demand (see Table 2).  The reason for that is that,
because tourism is a demand based concept, the supplying industries are not pre-determined but are the
consequence of that demand, once the (tourism) commodities have been identified—so that the industries
producing those commodities can be identified and surveyed.

122. Table 1 of the TSA is drawn from the standard supply and use tables used in the compilation of
the national accounts (as a precursor to the creation of input-output tables).  In comparison, whereas
Table 1 of the TEA is characteristic tourism commodity based and shows the link between supply and
(tourism) demand, it is not a production account as it does not show the industry dimension nor the
commodity inputs that are required to produce the output.  (These latter are shown only in aggregate in the
table but they could be disaggregated, depending on the needs of the user.)

123. The presentation in Table 1 of the TSA is a modification of Table 1 of the TEA and a “standard”
supply and use table in the national accounts so as to place the focus on “characteristic tourism industries”
and commodities.  The table is a summary of much of the information shown in the subsequent tables.
What Table 1 provides is a framework, within the national accounts, for analysis of tourism as an
economic phenomenon.  The table provides information on all tourism characteristic industries and
commodities so that there is a) an identification of which tourism commodities are produced by which
industries, b) what have been the inputs to create that supply and c) as a result of that the value added of
tourism industries can be calculated.  It needs to be stressed that, while this table is set within the
production account of the whole economy, its primary focus is on tourism characteristic industries.

124. Value added, at basic prices, is derived by deducting the intermediate inputs (commodities, i.e.,
goods and services, at purchasers’ prices) from the value of gross output (at basic prices) for each
industry.  The result is not TVA—that is derived in Table 4 -- but the basis from which Table 4 can be
derived.  It is an important building block in the understanding of the role of tourism in the economy
because the supplying industries of characteristic tourism commodities do not, yet, have a tourism demand
element (which is introduced in Table 2).  Moreover, because Table 1 is set within the whole of the
economy it serves as a basis for the calculation of impact models from which indirect effects can be
estimated.

125. Another important element of Table 1 is that it is rooted in observable economic phenomena,
that is unlike Table 4, where the results are imputed (or “modelled”), in Table 1 the data are drawn from
actual (observable) economic transactions.  For many people, taking the next step (in Table 4) is too
subjective and they may prefer to base their analysis on the observed, rather than the imputed.

126. It is important to emphasise that the value added that is generated from this table should not be
aggregated to some proxy of TVA.  The reason for this is that there are several industries which have a
relatively low proportion of their output sold to visitors.  Accordingly, it would be inappropriate to
indicate that all the value added of any given industry is attributable to tourism demand, and hence,
produce TVA.  Nonetheless, despite this aspect of the table, it serves a valuable function in “setting the
scene” especially where countries may not have yet developed sufficient information on the demand side.
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Table 1.  Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries: net basis* (current prices) 
Characteristic tourism industries

Hotels Restaurants Passenger Passenger Taxi Passenger Passenger Car Travel Entertainment Ski lodge Health Cruises
rail bus air water rental agencies museums operators spas

intercity libraries
Output (at basic prices)
Characteristic commodities
Accommodation
Food services
Transportation:
  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)
  taxi
  passenger air
  passenger water
Car rental
Travel agents/organisers margins
Entertainment, museums, libraries
Skiing
Health spas
Cruises
Total output of characteristic
tourism commodities

All other commodities 
       purchased by visitors
of which:
Fuel
Clothing
Food
Beer, wine, liquor
Tobacco products
Convention fees
Financial services and insurance
Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services

Total output at basic prices

Intermediate inputs 
(at purchasers’ prices)

Value Added (at basic values)
  Compensation of employees
  Mixed income
  Gross operating surplus
  Net taxes on production: other

Other variables
Number of employees
 Other employed
Hours worked (’000)
Net capital stock (end of period)
Gross fixed capital formation
Net capital stock, end of period
*  Net treatment of package tours
Source:  OECD Tourism Committee.
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Table 1 (cont).  Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries:  net basis* (current prices) 

Fuel Clothing Food Beer, Tobacco Conventions Financial All other Total 
wine, products services, industries domestic
liquor Insurance supply**

Output (at basic prices)
Characteristic commodities
Accommodation
Food services
Transportation:
  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)
  taxi
  passenger air
  passenger water
Car rental
Travel agents/organisers margins
Entertainment, museums, libraries
Skiing
Health spas
Cruises
Total output of characteristic
tourism commodities

All other commodities 
       purchased by visitors
of which:
Fuel
Clothing
Food
Beer, wine, liquor
Tobacco products
Convention fees
Financial services and insurance
Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services

Total output at basic prices

Intermediate inputs 
(at purchasers’ prices)

Value Added (at basic values)
  Compensation of employees
  Mixed income
  Gross operating surplus
  Net taxes on production: other

Other variables
Number of employees
 Other employed
Hours worked (’000)
Net capital stock (end of period)
Gross fixed capital formation
Net capital stock, end of period
*   Net treatment of package tours

** At basic values

Source:  OECD Tourism Committee.
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127. In Table 1 of the TSA tourism characteristic industries are shown in the columns.  Initially, only
those industries which are considered to be tourism characteristic are to be completed (but as noted above,
there may be instances in certain countries where tourism demand on one commodity is important but it is
not important in most other countries.  Accordingly, for those countries where the commodity is important
it may be considered “characteristic” but not characteristic for other countries.  This degree of
modification to suit individual cases is an important element of the TSA.)

128. The purpose of Table 1 in the TSA is to place characteristic tourism industries, their commodity
outputs, intermediate inputs and value added within a context of the whole economy as “all other
industries” and “all other commodities” are also included.  (These latter two are shown as a single column
and a single row but they can be expanded as all the information in Table 1 is embodied (either explicitly
or implicitly) in the national accounts.  Consequently, the information in “all other industries” and “all
other commodities” is merely a summary of detail elsewhere available.)

129. In the first thirteen columns (excluding the stub) of Table 1 of the TSA are shown the standard
characteristic tourism industries (such as hotels, restaurants, transportation (by mode) travel agencies, etc.)
but these could be modified, depending on the local situation (as noted above).

130. The next seven columns covers those industries which, while not “tourism characteristic”, are
nonetheless likely to be important for tourism in most countries.  Following these columns is “all other
industries”, i.e., all those industries not specified in the previous twenty columns.  The purpose of this
column is two fold: on the one hand it will identify any tourism output from industries not indicated in the
other columns.  Secondly, and equally important, it shows how the TSA is set in the national accounts’
structure so that linking tourism activity with the rest of the economy is relatively straightforward.  This
column could be expanded, within the standard supply and use tables of the national accounts, to the full
array of a country’s industry detail.

131. The last column is the sum of all the previous columns, producing total gross output by
commodity for the whole of the domestic economy, at basic values.

132. The rows are arranged in several different ranges.

133. In the first set of rows are shown the characteristic tourism commodities which are produced by
the industries indicated in the columns.  (Included in “accommodation services” is an imputation of rental
paid on second homes, including time share units.) It will be noted that “package tours” are not shown as a
commodity, being broken down into the component commodities (travel accommodation, etc.) and the
travel agents’/organisers’ margins.  This is the “net approach” to measurement of tour organisers and has
been discussed above (see paragraphs 104 to 115).  Visitors will not know what is the cost/price structure
of the components and a survey of visitor expenditures will need to ask whether there were any purchasers
of package tours as well as the duration of the trip (needed for imputation purposes from other visitors
with similar characteristics who have not travelled by package tour).  The derivation of the margin is
indicated in the worksheet in Appendix C.  These commodities are to be recorded at basic prices as they
are output, in line with SNA93.  If basic prices are unobtainable, producers’ prices may be used as a
proxy.  There is a complete concordance between these characteristic tourism commodities and the
characteristic tourism industries in the columns.  However, while desirable, it is unlikely that there will be
100% coverage and specialisation ratios, that is, a commodity may be produced by industries other than
that for which it is primary and similarly an industry may produce more than the one commodity to which
it is classified.  The closer these ratios are to 100% the better the results.  (See section on derivation of
tourism value added for further discussion and elaboration of estimation processes.)
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134. The next set of rows shows all other commodities purchased by visitors but with some
considered likely to have a higher tourism element shown as “of which”.  These commodities may need to
be modified, depending on local circumstances.  Shown here are goods most likely to be purchased by
visitors (fuel, clothing, food, alcohol and tobacco products), convention fees as well as financial services
(such as insurance, banking, travellers cheque commissions).  Tourism single purpose consumer durables
(see Appendix E) are shown as a separate line to identify them clearly: these are to be included regardless
of when they were purchased as they have a very strong tourism element and to ignore them merely
because they were not bought “before, during or after” a trip would be to understate tourism demand.
Basic values is the appropriate valuation principle for these commodities as they are output.

135. “All other commodities” covers anything that is not included as characteristic of tourism.  Apart
from the cell in the column “all other industries” (which will have a very large value) the smaller are the
values in this row (against the characteristic tourism industries) the better the quality of the results as this
will indicate high specialisation ratios.

136. Below the line “total output” is “Intermediate inputs (at purchasers’ pries)” which measures all
the goods and services that each industry buys in order to produce its output.  Valuing inputs at
purchasers’ prices is in line with SNA93 but rebatable VAT should be deducted as the producer is, in fact,
not paying the VAT as it will be recovered when the output is sold.  Non-rebatable VAT should be
included in purchasers’ prices.  (It is not necessary in this table to identify intermediate consumption by
commodity because a) there will be too many commodities, b) in the derivation of the industry’s total
value added the information is not required and c) in the derivation of TVA, where the information is
required, the calculation is done in the worksheet for Table 4.  See the worksheet for volume estimates.)

137. The reason that output is measured at basic prices and inputs at purchasers’ prices is that it
provides the most accurate measure of an industry’s value added.  It is appropriate to value all inputs at
the prices the producer pays for them: these are his/her costs.  By the same token, output should be valued
in terms of what the producer effectively receives as both producers’ prices and purchasers’ prices include
income that accrues to other parties (in the case of producers’ prices, they will include trade and transport
margins while purchasers’ prices include these margins as well as any taxes (less subsidies) on products
(such as excise taxes).  The trade and transport margins are the output of the retail and wholesale
industries (trade margins) and transportation industry (transport margins on the transportation of freight).
Taxes (less subsidies) on products are paid to government and are unrelated to the industry’s production
processes).

138. The next set of rows show the industry value added, compensation of employees, mixed income,
gross operating surplus and “net taxes on production: other” (i.e., taxes less subsidies on production
excluding taxes less subsidies on products).

139. Compensation of employees includes wages and salaries plus any social contributions receivable
by employees (such as social insurance payments made by the employer (e.g., superannuation) any
benefits in kind, workers’ compensation premia) and these should be recorded on an accruals basis,
wherever possible.  It is recognised that it is not always possible to record these on this basis in which case
a “cash” basis is an acceptable alternative.

140. Mixed income is the return to unincorporated business.  It is called “mixed income” because
there are elements of both return to labour and an element of return to capital (and entrepreneurship) but
these are not separable.  This should be recorded on an accrual basis but as with compensation of
employees “cash” may be the only available basis.  If mixed income is not available separately from the
national accounts’ data, it should be included in gross operating surplus.
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141. Gross operating surplus is the return to capital and entrepreneurship.  It is usually derived
residually as gross output less intermediate inputs less compensation of employees less mixed income less
“net taxes on production: other”.

142. “Net taxes on production: other”.  as noted above, are taxes less subsidies on production that
cannot be directly attributed to a commodity (such as land taxes or payroll taxes).  Wherever possible
these should be measured on an accruals basis but they are often only available on a cash basis.

143. Under “Other variable” are five rows: “number of employees”, “numbers of others employed”,
“number of hours worked”, “gross fixed capital formation” and “capital stock (end of period)”.

144. For number of employees it is preferred to have the average number of employees during the
year.  However, this information may be unavailable in which case number of employees on the books at
the end of the period is an acceptable alternative.  The same applies to “others employed” and covers
proprietors of unincorporated businesses and unpaid members of their families.  This distinction is drawn
between employees and “others employed” as it gives a better link to Table 5 (on employment) and the
derivation of average compensation of employees.

145. Number of hours worked is very important information when examining the labour market
dynamics.  This should be number of hours worked during the year by both employees and non-
employees.  This information may not be readily available especially if the average number of employees
during the period is also unavailable from employers.  An alternative may be to obtain the data from a
household survey (such as the Labour Force Survey).

146. Table 1A Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries, gross basis (current
prices) is the same basic layout as Table 1 except that package tours are recorded on a “gross basis”, that
is, the output of organisers is recorded as the value of their sales, not just the margins which is the net
approach used in Table 1.

147. Table 2 Tourism Supply and Demand, by Type of Commodity and Type of Visitor, net
basis, at purchasers’ prices (current prices) brings together demand and supply of tourism
commodities.  The left hand stub has the same commodity detail as Table 1 for characteristic commodities
and “other commodities” with the same sub-grouping for those commodities which play an important role
in tourism.  The first column, “Domestic output” at basic prices is brought forward from the last column
of Table 1.  The next column is imports (which should be reported cif) and these two columns are summed
to the third column, “total supply” at basic prices.

148. However, as consumption is valued at purchasers’ prices, and as it is necessary for supply and
use to equal, it is necessary for basic values to be converted to purchasers’ prices.  As a consequence, first,
net taxes on products is shown.  This column covers taxes less subsidies on products (as opposed to “net
taxes on production: other” which is part of an industry’s value added).  These cover such taxes as excise
duty on alcohol and tobacco, retail and wholesale taxes.  A separate column is shown for VAT which is
principally borne by the final consumer.

149. In addition to the inclusion of net taxes on products, (trade and transport) margins need to be
added to make the adjustment from basic values to purchasers’ prices.  These are shown in the next
column.  As a general rule, this column has only a minor bearing on tourism as these margins are related
to goods and most of tourism demand is for services.  They are, therefore, only to be found in the rows
against goods (see below).
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Table 1A.  Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries:  gross basis* (current prices)
Characteristic tourism industries

Hotels Restaurants Passenger Passenger Taxi Passenger Passenger Car Travel Entertainment Ski lodge Health Cruises
rail bus air water rental agencies museums operators spas

intercity libraries
Output (at basic prices)
Characteristic commodities
Accommodation
Food services
Transportation:
  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)
  taxi
  passenger air
  passenger water
Car rental
Package tours
Entertainment, museums, libraries
Skiing
Health spas
Cruises
Total output of characteristic
tourism commodities 
(at basic prices)

All other commodities
      purchased by visitors
of which:
Fuel
Clothing
Food
Beer, wine, liquor
Tobacco products
Convention fees
Financial services and insurance
Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services

Total output

Intermediate inputs 
(at purchasers’ prices)

Value Added (at basic values)
  Compensation of employees
  Mixed income
  Gross operating surplus
  Net taxes on production: other

Other variables
Number of employees
 Other employed
Hours worked (’000)
Gross fixed capital formation
Number of employees
Net capital stock, end of period
* Gross treatment of package tours
Source:  OECD Tourism Committee.
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Table 1A (cont).  Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries, gross basis* (current prices)

Fuel Clothing Food Beer, Tobacco Conventions Financial All other Total 
wine, products services, industries domestic
liquor Insurance supply**

Output (at basic prices)
Characteristic commodities
Accommodation
Food services
Transportation:
  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)
  taxi
  passenger air
  passenger water
Car rental
Package tours
Entertainment, museums, libraries
Skiing
Health spas
Cruises
Total output of characteristic
tourism commodities

All other commodities
      purchased by visitors
of which:
Fuel
Clothing
Food
Beer, wine, liquor
Tobacco products
Convention fees
Financial services and insurance
Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services

Total output (at basic prices)

Intermediate inputs 
(at purchasers’ prices)

Value Added (at basic values)
  Compensation of employees
  Mixed income
  Gross operating surplus
  Net taxes on production: other

Other variables
Number of employees
 Other employed
Hours worked (’000)
Gross fixed capital formation
Net capital stock, end of period
*     Gross treatment of package tours
**   At basic values
Source:  OECD Tourism Committee.
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Table 2.  Tourism Supply and Demand by Type of Commodity and by Type of Visitor, net basis*, at purchasers’ prices
 (current prices)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Domestic supply acquired by Total Tourism use

Supply (at basic values) Total Total use type of visitor, at purchasers’ prices domestic All other as percent Non-resident supply acquired by: Total non-

Domestic Imports Total Net VAT Margins*** Total supply domestic at purchasers’ Non- Residents: tourism use of domestic Households Business Govern- resident supply

output supply taxes on at purchasers’ supply prices residents Households Business**** Govern- demand supply ment to residents

products** prices  (7 -2) (14+15) ment**** (10+11+12+13) ((14/7)*100) (17+18+19)

Characteristic commodities

Accommodation

Food services

Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi

  passenger air

  passenger water

Car rental

Travel agents/organisers margins

Entertainment, museums, libraries

Skiing

Health spas

Cruises

Total output of characteristic

tourism commodities

All other commodities

     purchsed by visitors

of which:

Fuel

Clothing

Food

Beer, wine, liquor

Tobacco products

Convention fees

Financial services and insurance

Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services

Total economy

*       Net treatment of package tours

**     Excluding VAT

***   Trade and transport margins

**** As intermediate consumption. These can be reported together if obtaining the data separately is not possible.
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150. The next column provides output at purchasers’ prices, the sum across the rows of the previous
four columns (basic values plus net taxes on products plus VAT plus trade and transport margins).

151. However, as noted above, as some tourism demand will acquire imports, these need to be
removed to provide total domestic supply.

152. The remaining columns in Table 2 of the TSA cover demand which is identified by type of
visitor and whether the demand is domestically supplied or imported.  While these imports are not
necessary for the estimation of TVA or tourism employment (for example) they are included as they offer
a point of comparison with the domestic market’s activities.  This information may be important for
policy purposes a) because it offers information on different segments of the domestic market and b) it
may serve as an indication of the competition there is from other countries to the domestic tourism market

153. The values by commodity in Column 9, Total use (at purchasers’ prices) will be the sum for each
commodity of Columns 14 and 15 and will equal the values shown in Column 8.

154. Columns 10 through 13 show demand by non-residents, households, business and government,
respectively, at purchasers’ prices.  “Households” cover the expenditure by members of households in
their capacity as final consumers; if tourism activity is undertaken by households as part of the business
activity of unincorporated business these expenditures are considered to be intermediate consumption and
are to be included in “business” tourism demand.  This split among these four groupings is not necessary
for deriving TVA but it is important to be able to separate these four different elements of tourism
demand.  All that is required for the derivation of TVA is Column 14 (“Total domestic demand”) which is
the sum of the previous four columns.  The valuation principle for this table is purchasers’ prices as these
are demand variables.  The data for the four previous columns may be more difficult to derive than the
total; even so, it is still possible to derive TVA by using the aggregate of this column.

155. The next column (15) records all other uses of tourism commodities so that the total demand for
all commodities is equal to total supply, that is, the sum for each commodity in Columns 14 and 15 equals
those in Column 9 (which equals those in Column 8).

156. The rows show the same commodity detail as in Table 1 so that there is a match between supply
and demand.

157.  “All other commodities purchased by visitors” is shown as a separate line.  The next set of rows
shows all other commodities purchased by visitors but with some considered likely to have a higher
tourism element shown as “of which”.  These commodities may need to be modified, depending on local
circumstances.  Shown here are goods most likely to be purchased by visitors (fuel, clothing, food, alcohol
and tobacco products), convention fees as well as financial services (such as insurance, banking, travellers
cheque commissions).  Tourism single purpose consumer durables (see Appendix E) are shown as a
separate line to identify them clearly: these are to be included regardless of when they were purchased as
they have a very strong tourism element and to ignore them merely because they were not bought “before,
during or after” a trip would be to understate tourism demand.

158. However, allocating these “other purchases by visitors” (with the possible exception of single
purpose durables) to producing industries will pose problems unless the underlying demand data are very
detailed.  Depending on the significance of this residual it may be appropriate initially that no attempt be
made initially.
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159. Table 2A Tourism Supply and Demand, by Type of Commodity and Type of Visitor, gross
basis, at purchasers’ prices (current prices) is the same basic layout as Table 2 except that package
tours are recorded on a “gross basis”, that is, the value of demand for the output of organisers is recorded
as the value of their sales, not just the margins which is the net approach used in Table 1.  (See
paragraphs 104 to 115 about the possibility of “looking through” the organisers.)

160. Table 3 Deliveries of Tourism Supply from characteristic Tourism and Other Industries, to
Meet Tourism Demand by Different Types of Visitors, net basis (current prices) provides the means
of linking the supply and demand of commodities, as shown in Tables 1 and 2, with the industries
producing those commodities.  The industry dimensions are identical to the commodity dimensions.  The
table shows the purchases by the four types of purchasers (non-residents, households, business and
government) and therefore provides the link with Table 2.  This table is an important and integral step to
the derivation of TVA (in Table 4).  Where an industry has 100% coverage and specialisation ratios, there
will be a complete concordance between the demand for the commodity in Table 2 and the production of
the characteristic commodity in Table 3.  However, for many commodities, other industries will produce
the characteristic commodity, on the one hand, or the characteristic industry will produce other
commodities (some of which will be characteristic of tourism and some not).  In that case, there will need
to be pro-rating, as shown in section on tourism value added and the worksheet in Appendix C.  In
addition, as TVA is derived at basic prices but demand is recorded at purchasers’ prices, there is the need
to convert demand to basic prices, which involves breaking down the components of purchasers’ prices
into the basic price and the margins.  This is a reversal of the process in Table 2 in which supply was
presented at purchasers’ prices.  This conversion is only necessary for goods and so will constitute only a
small adjustment for the TSA and the derivation of TVA.

161. Table 3 sets out the characteristic tourism industries in the stub (which are identical to the
commodities shown in Tables 1 and 2) as well as all other commodities, including those that were
indicated as having a tourism element.  In the columns total domestic supply is indicated in the first
column.  The next four columns show the purchases by type of visitor which are summed in column 6.  As
noted above, the disaggregation of total demand is not necessary for the derivation of TVA but total
domestic tourism demand, by commodity, is required.

162. The final column of Table 3 is the “tourism ratio” which is derived by dividing Column 6 by
Column 1 and represents that portion of an industry’s output that is delivered to visitors.

163. Table 3A Deliveries of Tourism Supply from characteristic Tourism and Other Industries,
to Meet Tourism Demand by Different Types of Visitors, gross basis (current prices) has the same
structure and purpose as Table 3 but is presented on a “gross” basis for the treatment of tour organisers.

164. The purpose of Table 4 Tourism Value Added of Characteristic Industries and other
Industries, net basis (in current prices) is to derive the value added that results from tourism demand in
characteristic tourism and all other industries.  The stub is identical to that for Table 3.  The means by
which TVA is derived is indicated in the section on tourism value added.  (Note, as with Tables 1, 1A, 2,
2A, 3 and 3A tourism demand has an imputation for value of rent paid on second homes.) The primary
focus of this table is the derivation of tourism value added for tourism characteristic industries The
derivation of value added from tourism demand in other industries may contribute an important additional
component but it is secondary.
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Table 2A.  Tourism Supply and Demand by Type of Commodity and by Type of Visitor, gross basis*, at purchasers’ prices

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Domestic supply acquired by Total Tourism use

Supply (at basic values) Total Total use type of visitor, at purchsers’ prices domestic All other as percent Non-resident supply acquired by: Total non-

Domestic Imports Total Net VAT Margins*** Total supply domestic at purchasers’ Non- Residents: tourism use of domestic Households Business Govern- resident supply

output supply taxes on at purchasers’ supply prices residents Households Business**** Govern- demand supply ment to residents

products** prices  (7 -2) (15+16) ment**** (10+11+12+13) ((15/7)*100) (18+19+20)

Characteristic commodities

Accommodation

Food services

Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi

  passenger air

  passenger water

Car rental

Package tours

Entertainment, museums, libraries

Skiing

Health spas

Cruises

Total output of characteristic

tourism commodities

All other commodities

     purchsed by visitors

of which:

Fuel

Clothing

Food

Beer, wine, liquor

Tobacco products

Convention fees

Financial services and insurance

Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services

Total economy

*       Gross treatment of package tours

**     Excluding VAT

***   Trade and transport margins

**** As intermediate consumption. These can be reported together if obtaining the data separately is not possible.
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Table 3. Deliveries of Tourism Supply from Characteristic Tourism and Other Industries,
to Meet Tourism Demand by Different Types of Visitors, net basis* (current prices)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Tourism consumption Total

Total Residents tourism Tourism 

Economy Non-residents Households Business** Government** demand ratio (1)

(2+3+4+5) (6/1)

Output (at basic values)
Characteristic industries
Accommodation

Food services
Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi
  passenger air

  passenger water

Car rental

Travel agents/organisers margins
Entertainment, museums, libraries

Skiing

Health spas

Cruises

Total output of characteristic
tourism industries

All other industries
of which:
Fuel

Clothing

Food
Beer, wine, liquor

Tobacco products

Convention fees

Financial services and insurance
Single purpose consumer durables

Total output at basic prices
 
Value Added Tax

Net taxes on production: other***

Total
*      Net treatment of package tours

**    Including taxes on imports
***  As intermediate consumption. These can be reported together if obtaining  the data separately is not possible.

(1) An important variation of the tourism ratio is the tourism value added ratio.

See "Deriving Tourism Value Added Estimates through a TSA" for discussion on how to calculate and use it.
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Table 3A.  Deliveries of Tourism Supply from Characteristic Tourism and Other Industries,
to Meet Tourism Demand by Different Types of Visitors, Gross basis* (current prices)

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Tourism consumption Total
Total Non-residents Residents tourism Tourism 

Economy Households Business** Government** demand ratio(1)

(2+3+4+5) (6/1)
Output (at basic values)
Characteristic industries
Accommodation

Food services

Transportation:

  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi

  passenger air

  passenger water

Car rental
Package tours

Entertainment, museums, libraries

Skiing

Health spas
Cruises

Total output of characteristic
tourism industries

All other industries
of which:
Fuel

Clothing
Food

Beer, wine, liquor

Tobacco products

Convention fees
Financial services and insurance

Single purpose consumer durables

Total output at basic prices

Value Added Tax

Net taxes on production: other***

Total
* Gross treatment of package tours

** *As intermediate consumption. These can be reported together if obtaining  the data separately is not possible.

** Including taxes on imports

(1) An important variation of the tourism ratio is the tourism value added ratio.

See "Deriving Tourism Value Added Estimates through a TSA" for discussion on how to calculate and use it.
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Table 4.  Tourism Value Added of Characteristic Industries and Other Industries, Net Basis*
Output Intermediate Value added Tourism Tourism

(at basic prices) consumption (at basic prices) ratio(1) value added(1)

(at purchasers’ price) (TVA)

Output (at basic values)
Characteristic industries
Accommodation

Food services

Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi

  passenger air

  passenger water

Car rental

Travel agents/organisers margins

Entertainment, museums, libraries

Skiing

Health spas

Cruises

Total output of characteristic
tourism industries

All other industries
of which:
Fuel

Clothing

Food

Beer, wine, liquor

Tobacco products

Convention fees

Financial services and insurance

Single purpose consumer durables

Total output at basic prices

Value Added Tax

Net taxes on production: other**

Total 
*   Net treatment of package tours

** Including taxes on imports

(1) An important variation on the tourism ratio is the tourism value added ratio. 

See "Deriving Tourism Value Added Estimates through a TSA" for discussion on how to calculate and use it.
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165. In the first column, “total output”, is recorded at basic prices and is reproduced from Table 3.
The second column, “intermediate consumption”, records the commodity inputs required to produce the
industry output.  This is recorded at purchasers’ prices.  The third column, “Value added (at basic prices)”
is the difference between the first two columns.

166. In the fourth column is tourism ratio.  An important modification of the “tourism ratio” is the
tourism value added ratio which takes into account the different weightings of the components of value
added (i.e., compensation of employees, mixed income, gross operating surplus, net taxes on production:
other) in an industry where the specialisation ratio is less than 100% or where the industry has more than
one tourism output and has different proportions of primary inputs to meet tourism demand and ensures
that the sum of the weights equals the total.  See the section on tourism value added for its derivation.

167. Taking the tourism ratio (or the tourism value added ratio) for each of the commodities from
Table 3 and applying it to total value added in Column 3 TVA is derived.

168. Summing the TVA column and dividing it by GDP provides the tourism share of the economy.
It places tourism on the same basis as all other industries and provides tourism with the legitimacy it
needs.

169. Table 4A Tourism Value Added of Characteristic Industries and other Industries, gross
basis (current prices) is the same as Table 4 except that package tours are recorded on a “gross basis”,
that is, the value added of organisers is recorded as the value of their sales, not just the margins which is
the net approach used in Table 1.  In line with this approach, demand for the component elements of the
packages are treated as intermediate inputs for the organisers and not as tourism demand, i.e., the output is
not sold to visitors.  However, see paragraphs 104 to 115 as an alternative means for dealing with this
issue, i.e., of “looking through” the organisers’ purchases.)

170. Table 5 Tourism Employment of Characteristic Tourism and Other Industries provides
information on employment in characteristic tourism industries.  This information is very important from
a policy point of view as tourism is seen as an important area of potential job growth, especially for new
entrants and re-entrants to the job market.

171. An important element of the table is that it needs to be recognised that total employment of a
tourism characteristic industry does not (necessarily) equate to employment that is generated by tourism
demand.  For example, output of food services will involve substantial sales to non-visitors — for most
countries, demand by non-visitors will be greater than 70%.  It would, therefore, be inappropriate to say
that all employment in food services was “tourism employment”.  It is, therefore, necessary to use an
allocator to approximate more closely employment that is generated by tourism demand.  The “tourism
value added ratio” is used.  See section on tourism value added for the means of deriving this ratio.

172. The industry detail (in the rows) is the same as the characteristic tourism industries in Tables 3
and 4 in order to be able to link the information across these tables.

173. The first column records the total number of employees (as measured by the numbers of jobs) in
each of the industries.  The second column measures the total number of non-employees (proprietors and
members of their families who are unsalaried) employed in each of the industries.  The sum of these is
shown in the third column: it may be that some countries, a breakdown between employees and other
employment is not possible.  In that case, the total should be recorded, if possible.
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Table 4A.  Tourism Value Added of Characteristic Industries and Other Industries, Gross Basis*
Output Intermediate Value added Tourism Tourism

(at basic prices) consumption (at basic prices) ratio(1) value added(1)

(at purchasers’ prices) (TVA)

Output (at basic values)
Characteristic industries
Accommodation

Food services

Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi

  passenger air

  passenger water

Car rental

Travel agents/organisers margins

Entertainment, museums, libraries

Skiing

Health spas

Cruises

Total output of characteristic
tourism industries

All other industries
of which:
Fuel

Clothing

Food

Beer, wine, liquor

Tobacco products

Convention fees

Financial services and insurance

Single purpose consumer durables

Total output at basic prices

Value Added Tax

Net taxes on production: other**

Total 
*   Gross treatment of package tours

** Including taxes on imports

(1) An important variation on the tourism ratio is the tourism value added ratio. 

See "Deriving Tourism Value Added Estimates through a TSA" for discussion on how to calculate and use it.
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Table 5.  Tourism Employment of Characteristic Tourism and Other Industries
Number of Other Total Total Tourism

employees employment employment hours ratio

Characteristic industries

Accommodation

Food services

Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi

  passenger air

  passenger water

Car rental

Travel agents/organisers margins

Entertainment, museums, libraries

Skiing

Health spas

Cruises

Total output of characteristic

tourism industries

All other industries

of which:

Fuel

Clothing

Food

Beer, wine, liquor

Tobacco products

Convention fees

Financial services and insurance

Single purpose consumer durables

Total all industries

Source:  OECD Tourism Committee.
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174. Total hours, the fourth column, is of similar (perhaps greater) importance as total employment as
it gives a better measure of the volume of labour than a simple measure of the number of jobs.  However,
it may pose many data problems.  Total hours for all groups should be easier: some countries collect the
data as a matter of course; other countries may have no such data on a regular basis, indicating there may
be a need for special (occasional) surveys.

175. Table 6 Visitors Characteristics, Same Day Visitors and Tourists, net basis is designed to
provide a profile of visitors, their country of origin (if a non-resident) and their average expenditure per
trip.  The columns are divided into two broad ranges: non-residents and residents, and for each:
excursionists and tourists.

176. The first three columns provide information on non-residents.  The columns provide data on the
numbers, country of origin, total expenditure and average expenditure per visitor.

177. The information on expenditure and country of origin may be drawn from the same sources as
are used in the balance of payments.  For countries with few, if any, land border controls, the source of
this information may be household surveys in the counterpart countries (e.g., the Netherlands may use
information on expenditures and numbers of visitors by Belgians, Luxembourgeois, French, Germans,
etc.).  For island countries or where there are stricter land border controls, numbers entering the country
are usually available.  Expenditures by non-residents may be obtained from departure surveys
(e.g., conducted in air or sea port departure lounges).

178. The nine remaining columns provide data on resident visitors, disaggregated among households,
government and business visitors.  For each of these the data show: the number of visitors, their total
expenditure and their average expenditures.

179. Data for domestic visitors may be drawn from a variety of different types of sources but the
major one is likely to be a household survey.  Respondent fatigue or amnesia may be the most serious
problem with this data source.  However, apart from a survey of hotels (which may be able to provide
information on those who register but are unlikely to have any information on those accompanying them)
few other surveys provide the range of information required.

180. The stub provides the same commodity detail (characteristic and “other” with some detail of
“other” where it can be obtained) as Table 1 except that for excursionists there is no accommodation
services (on the basis that excursionists, by definition, do not purchase such services).

181. Table 6A Visitors Characteristics, Same Day Visitors and Tourists, gross basis is the same
as Table 5 except that package tours are recorded on a “gross basis”, that is, the value added of organisers
is recorded as the value of their sales, not just the margins which is the net approach used in Table 6.  As a
result, the component parts of the packages (e.g., the air fares, accommodation costs, etc.) are excluded
from these commodities.

182. Table 7 Characteristic Tourism Industries Gross Capital Acquisition provides information
on fixed capital acquisition, rather than just fixed capital formation, as it measures net purchases of land
as well as net acquisition of other non-produced non-financial assets (such as landing rights).  These latter
come into existence through other than production (in essence, they are created by governments out of
thin air).  However, they can be very valuable, especially in busy airports.  Other similar non-produced
assets are franchises for hotels or restaurants.  All such and similar assets should be included as they are
part of the capital outlays of tourism industries and as such account for part of the asset base on which
returns are calculated.
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Table 6.  Visitor characteristics*
Same Day Visitors and Tourists

Same day non-residents Same day residents Grand Total
Personal Government Business

 Total Average Total Average Total Average Total Average Total Average
 ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure

Characteristic commodities
Accommodation
Food services
Transportation:
  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)
  taxi
  passenger air
  passenger water
Car rental
Travel agents’, organisers’ margins
Entertainment, museums, libraries
Skiing
Health spas
Cruises
Total demand of characteristic
tourism commodities 

All other commodities
      purchased by visitors
of which:
Fuel
Clothing
Food
Beer, wine, liquor
Tobacco products
Convention fees
Financial services and insurance
Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services
Tourists - non-residents Tourists - residents Grand Total

Personal Government Business

 Total Average Total Average Total Average Total Average Total Average
 ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure

Characteristic commodities
Accommodation
Food services
Transportation:
  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)
  taxi
  passenger air
  passenger water
Car rental
Travel agents’, organisers’ margins
Entertainment, museums, libraries
Skiing
Health spas
Cruises
Total demand of characteristic
tourism commodities 

All other commodities
      purchased by visitors
of which:
Fuel
Clothing
Food
Beer, wine, liquor
Tobacco products
Convention fees
Financial services and insurance
Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services

* Recorded on a  net basis for tour organisers
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Table 6A.  Visitor characteristics*
Same Day Visitors and Tourists

Same day non-residents Same day residents Grand Total
Personal Government Business

 Total Average Total Average Total Average Total Average Total Average
 ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure

Characteristic commodities
Accommodation
Food services
Transportation:
  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)
  taxi
  passenger air
  passenger water
Car rental
Package tours
Entertainment, museums, libraries
Skiing
Health spas
Cruises
Total demand of characteristic
tourism commodities 

All other commodities
      purchased by visitors
of which:
Fuel
Clothing
Food
Beer, wine, liquor
Tobacco products
Convention fees
Financial services and insurance
Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services
Tourists - non-residents Tourists - residents Grand Total

Personal Government Business

 Total Average Total Average Total Average Total Average Total Average
 ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure  ’000 expenditure expenditure

Characteristic commodities
Accommodation
Food services
Transportation:
  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)
  taxi
  passenger air
  passenger water
Car rental
Package tours
Entertainment, museums, libraries
Skiing
Health spas
Cruises
Total demand of characteristic
tourism commodities 

All other commodities
      purchased by visitors
of which:
Fuel
Clothing
Food
Beer, wine, liquor
Tobacco products
Convention fees
Financial services and insurance
Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services
* Recorded on a gross basis for the treatment of tour organisers
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Table 7.  Characteristic Tourism Industries’ Gross Capital Acquisition
(at constant prices)

Produced non-financial fixed capital formation Non-produced non-financial assets Total 
Industry Dwellings Non-dwelling Mobile Computer and Other Total Land Other non-produced Total non-produced non-financial 

construction equipment other electronic non-financial non-financial capital 
equipment assets assets acquisition

Accommodation
Food services
Transportation:
  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)
  taxi
  passenger air
  services to air transportation
  passenger water
Car rental
Travel agents
Museums, libraries etc
Ski Lodges
Health spas
Cruises
Ownership of dwellings

Total
Source:  OECD Tourism Committee.
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183. As noted previously, although acquisition of non-financial capital is not part of tourism demand,
capital is integral in the delivery of tourism services (and goods).  Air transportation or accommodation,
for example, could not be provided without substantial investment in equipment and/or buildings it is
important that they be considered part of a TSA.  Accordingly, this table measures net acquisition by type
of asset: dwellings, non-dwelling construction, mobile equipment, computer and other electronic
equipment, as well as land and other non-produced assets.  Moreover, from the point of view of economic
modelling of the impact of tourism on the rest of the economy and on employment, produced
non-financial capital investment represents an essential element.

184. However, under SNA93, it is recognised that there are aspects of capital that are also important
in an industry’s cost base other than those that come into existence by production: from the point of view
of the producer’s unit returns on capital invested will need to include all aspects of capital, produced and
non-produced.  From the point of view of the analyst, not only are returns on capital important but also are
other aspects, not least, how much taxes are levied on land.  Other non-produced capital, such as landing
rights, are important for certain industries and are also an important revenue source for governments.
Including them in the TSA is therefore necessary, if difficult to measure.

185. The industry detail (in the stub) is the same as the characteristic tourism industries, shown in
Tables 3 and 4 except that “ownership of dwellings” and “services to air transportation” have been added.

186. The reason for the addition of the former is that net purchases of second homes (where they meet
tourism definitions) are regarded as tourism capital formation and should, therefore, be included (in the
same way that net rental demand for second homes, which flows from the ownership of this capital, has
been included (by imputation) in Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 (and Tables 1A, 2A, 3A and 4A).

187. The reason for the inclusion of “services to air transportation” is to capture information on
capital investment used by but not necessarily owned by airlines.  They will use runways but will not own
them and so will not be included in the industry’s capital formation.  The same would apply to air
terminals where they are not owned by the airlines using them.  An important element for both these types
of capital formation is also their acquisition of land, especially for airports.  Although it is difficult to
obtain estimates of land (either as acquisitions or as a stock) they are especially important here.

188. The inclusion in tourism gross capital formation of activities that are wider than definition of
tourism industries is necessary because of their importance in the provision of a capital asset without
which the tourism activity could not operate and also for which this asset is almost exclusively used for
tourism purposes.  The logic here is the same as for the inclusion of single purpose consumer durables:
that the services provided by the good (the capital asset in this instance) has an overwhelming tourism
(ultimate) use.

189. The asset detail may be difficult to obtain, at least at the outset.  Where the detail is available it
should be provided but measuring total capital formation and land are the two priorities.

190. Table 8 Characteristic Tourism Industries’ Gross Capital Stock is similar to Table 7 in
layout but whereas Table 7 measures flows during the period, Table 8 measures the stock at the end of
period.  Moreover, there is an additional column in Table 8 (“capacity utilisation”) which is not included
in Table 7.  Capacity utilisation is an important indication of how an industry is using its capital base and
whether there are pressures to exit or enter the industry and the possible implications that capacity
demands (or lack of them) may have on prices.  It may also serve as a measure of future demands for
capital needs.
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Table 8.  Characteristic Tourism Industries’ Gross Capital Stock
(at current prices) (end of period)

Net produced non-financial fixed capital stock Non-produced non-financial assets Total
Industry Dwellings Non-dwelling Mobile Computer and Other Total Capacity Land Other non-produced  Total non-produced non-financial

construction equipment other electronic utilisation non-financial non-financial capital stock
equipment assets capital stock

Accommodation
Food services
Transportation:
  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)
  taxi
  passenger air
  services to air transportation
  passenger water
Car rental
Travel agents
Museums, libraries etc
Ski Lodges
Health spas
Cruises
Ownership of dwellings

Total
Source:  OECD Tourism Committee.
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191. The data for produced non-financial assets in Table 8 may be available from a country’s
estimates of capital stock (such as the Perpetual Inventory Model: PIM) that are used in the calculation of
consumption of fixed capital (in the national accounts).  However, it is probable that this level of detail
(either industry or asset type) will not be readily available.  In that case, reporting the totals would be an
important starting point.

192. Land estimates are not part of a PIM and may require some time to develop, from a
special/supplementary (occasional) survey.  They are, however, an important aspect of the asset base for
several tourism industries as well as a tax base for governments.

193. Regarding the other non-produced non-financial assets (such as landing rights) it is very difficult
to place a value on these as a stock.  One avenue is to use tenders for such rights or if there has been a
recent transaction that may provide a useful proxy for other airlines’ rights.  For franchise operations some
indication may be available from either the franchisees or the franchisers.

194. The remaining tables take Tables 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7 and express them in prices of the previous
period, i.e., in volume terms.  Providing the information on these tables will take longer to develop for
two reasons: (i) they become relevant only over a time series; and (ii) price measures for many of these
commodities are not well developed in most countries.  While improving price measures for services is an
important priority in most countries, progress has been slow.  Until there are adequate price measures, it
will not be possible to calculate meaningful or volume results.  They are included in the TSA as a matter
of completeness.

195. Table 9 Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries, net basis (prices of
previous period) is laid out in virtually the same way as Table 1.  The differences are with regard to the
components of value added and “other variables” which cannot be deflated.

196. Table 9A Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries, gross basis (prices of
previous period) is the same as Table 9 except that it is on the gross basis for the treatment of tour
organisers.

197. Table 10 Tourism Supply and Demand, by Type of Commodity and Type of Visitor, net
basis, at purchasers’ prices (prices of previous period) is the same layout as Table 2.  The application
of a price index to “all other commodities” may not be very meaningful as the mix is probably too great.
Whether to deflate this line will depend on the significance of the value in current prices and how readily
it is possible to derive an indicator of the component commodities.  A substitute may be to apply a general
deflator (such as the implicit price deflator for GDP).

198. Table 10A Tourism Supply and Demand, by Type of Commodity and Type of Visitor, gross
basis, at purchasers’ prices (prices of previous period) is the same as Table 10 except that it is on the
gross basis for the treatment of tour organisers.

199. Table 11 Deliveries of Tourism Supply from characteristic Tourism and Other Industries,
to Meet Tourism Demand by Different Types of Visitors, net basis (prices of previous period) has the
same basic lay out as Table 3 except that the value added components are not identified as they cannot be
deflated.  Deflating intermediate consumption will require details of the commodities that are consumed
by these industries.  The means by which this can be calculated is indicated in worksheet in Appendix C.
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Table 9.  Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries: net basis* (prices of the previous period) 
Characteristic tourism industries

Hotels Restaurants Passenger Passenger Taxi Passenger Passenger Car Travel Entertainment Ski lodge Health Cruises
rail bus air water rental agencies museums operators spas

intercity libraries
Output (at basic prices)
Characteristic commodities
Accommodation

Food services
Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi
  passenger air

  passenger water

Car rental
Travel agents/organisers margins

Entertainment, museums, libraries

Skiing
Health spas

Cruises
Total output of characteristic
tourism commodities

All other commodities
    purchased by visitors
of which:

Fuel

Clothing
Food

Beer, wine, liquor

Tobacco products
Convention fees

Financial services and insurance

Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services

Total output at basic prices

Intermediate inputs 
(at purchasers’ prices)

Value Added (at basic values)

  Compensation of employees
  Mixed income

  Gross operating surplus

  Net taxes on production: other

Other variables

Number of employees
 Other employed

Hours worked (’000)

Gross fixed capital formation
*  Net treatment of package tours

Source:  OECD Tourism Committee.
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Table 9 (cont) .  Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries,
net basis* (prices of the previous period) 

Fuel Clothing Food Beer, Tobacco Conventions Financial All other Total 

wine, products services, industries domestic
liquor Insurance supply**

Output (at basic prices)
Characteristic commodities
Accommodation
Food services
Transportation:

  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)
  taxi
  passenger air
  passenger water
Car rental

Travel agents/organisers margins
Entertainment, museums, libraries
Skiing
Health spas
Cruises
Total output of characteristic
tourism commodities

All other commodities
    purchased by visitors
of which:
Fuel
Clothing

Food
Beer, wine, liquor
Tobacco products
Convention fees
Financial services and insurance
Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services

Total output at basic prices

Intermediate inputs 
(at purchasers’ prices)

Value Added (at basic values)
  Compensation of employees
  Mixed income
  Gross operating surplus
  Net taxes on production: other

Other variables
Number of employees
 Other employed
Hours worked (’000)
Gross fixed capital formation
*    Net treatment of package tours
**  at basic values

Source:  OECD Tourism Committee.
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Table 9A.  Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries, gross basis* (prices of the previous period)
Characteristic tourism industries

Hotels Restaurants Passenger Passenger Taxi Passenger Passenger Car Travel Entertainment Ski lodge Health Cruises
rail bus air water rental agencies museums operators spas

intercity libraries
Output (at basic prices)
Characteristic commodities
Accommodation

Food services
Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)
  taxi

  passenger air

  passenger water
Car rental

Package tours

Entertainment, museums, libraries
Skiing

Health spas

Cruises
Total output of characteristic
tourism commodities 

All other commodities
   purchased by visitors
of which:

Fuel
Clothing

Food

Beer, wine, liquor
Tobacco products

Convention fees

Financial services and insurance
Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services

Total output

Intermediate inputs 
(at purchasers’ prices)

Value Added (at basic values)

  Compensation of employees

  Mixed income
  Gross operating surplus

  Net taxes on production: other

Other variables

Number of employees

 Other employed
Hours worked (’000)

Gross fixed capital formation

Net capital stock, end of period
* Gross treatment of package tours

Source:  OECD Tourism Committee.
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Table 9A (cont).  Production Account of Characteristic Tourism Industries
(prices of the previous period) - gross basis*

Fuel Clothing Food Beer, Tobacco Conventions Financial All other Total 

wine, products services, industries domestic

liquor Insurance supply**

Output (at basic prices)
Characteristic commodities
Accommodation

Food services
Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi
  passenger air

  passenger water

Car rental

Package tours
Entertainment, museums, libraries

Skiing

Health spas

Cruises
Total output of characteristic
tourism commodities 

All other commodities
   purchased by visitors
of which:

Fuel
Clothing

Food

Beer, wine, liquor

Tobacco products
Convention fees

Financial services and insurance

Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services

Total output

Intermediate inputs 
(at purchasers’ prices)

Value Added (at basic values)

  Compensation of employees
  Mixed income

  Gross operating surplus

  Net taxes on production: other

Other variables

Number of employees

 Other employed
Hours worked (’000)

Gross fixed capital formation

Net capital stock, end of period

*    Gross treatment of package tours
**  at basic value

Source:  OECD Tourism Committee.
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Table 10.  Tourism Supply and Demand by Type of Commodity and by Type of Visitor, net basis*, at purchasers’ prices (prices of the previous period)
 (current prices)  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Total domestic Domestic supply acquired by Total Tourism use

Supply (at basic values) supply at Total use type of visitor, at purchsers’ prices domestic All other as percent Non-resident supply acquired by: Total non-

Domestic Imports Total Net VAT Margins*** Total supply purchasers’ at purchasers’ Non- Residents: tourism use of domestic Households Business Govern- resident supply

output supply taxes on at purchasers’ prices prices residents Households Business**** Govern- demand supply ment to residents

products** prices  (7 -2) (14+15) ment**** (10+11+12+13) ((14/7)*100) (17+18+19)

Characteristic commodities

Accommodation

Food services

Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi

  passenger air

  passenger water

Car rental

Travel agents/organisers margins

Entertainment, museums, libraries

Skiing

Health spas

Cruises

Total output of characteristic

tourism commodities

All other commodities

     purchased by visitors

of which:

Fuel

Clothing

Food

Beer, wine, liquor

Tobacco products

Convention fees

Financial services and insurance

Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services

Total economy

*      Net treatment of package tours

**     Excluding VAT

***   Trade and transport margins

**** As intermediate consumption. These can be reported together if obtaining  the data separately is not possible.
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Table 10A.  Tourism Supply and Demand by Type of Commodity and by Type of Visitor, gross basis*, at purchasers’ prices (prices of the previous period)
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Total domestic Domestic supply acquired by Total Tourism use

Supply (at basic values) supply at Total use type of visitor, at purchsers’ prices domestic All other as percent Non-resident supply acquired by: Total non-

Domestic Imports Total Net VAT Margins*** Total supply purchasers’ at purchasers’ Non- Residents: tourism use of domestic Households Business Govern- resident supply

output supply taxes on at purchasers’ price prices residents Households Business**** Govern- demand supply ment to residents

products** prices  (7 -2) (14+15) ment**** (10+11+12+13) ((14/7)*100) (17+18+19)

Characteristic commodities

Accommodation

Food services

Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi

  passenger air

  passenger water

Car rental

Package tours

Entertainment, museums, libraries

Skiing

Health spas

Cruises

Total output of characteristic

tourism commodities

All other commodities

    purchased by visitors

of which:

Fuel

Clothing

Food

Beer, wine, liquor

Tobacco products

Convention fees

Financial services and insurance

Single purpose consumer durables

All other goods and services

Total economy

*      Gross treatment of package tours

**     Excluding VAT

***   Trade and transport margins

**** As intermediate consumption. These can be reported together if obtaining  the data separately is not possible.
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Table 11.  Deliveries of Tourism Supply from Characteristic Tourism and Other Industries,
to Meet Tourism Demand by Different Types of Visitors, net basis* (prices of previous period)

Total                                                Tourism consumption Total Tourism 
Economy Non-residents Residents: tourism ratio(1)

Households Business** Government** demand

Output (at basic values)
Characteristic industries
Accommodation
Food services

Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)
  taxi

  passenger air

  passenger water

Car rental
Travel agents/organisers margins

Entertainment, museums, libraries

Skiing
Health spas

Cruises

Total output of characteristic
tourism industries

All other industries
of which:

Fuel
Clothing

Food

Beer, wine, liquor

Tobacco products
Convention fees

Financial services and insurance

Single purpose consumer durables

Total output at basic prices

 Imports

Value Added Tax

Net taxes on production: other***

Total
*     Net treatment of package tours

**   Including taxes on imports
***  As intermediate consumption. These can be reported together if obtaining  the data separately is not possible.

(1) An important variation on the tourism ratio is the tourism value added ratio. 

See "Deriving Tourism Value Added Estimates through a TSA" for discussion on how to calculate and use it.
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200. Table 11A Deliveries of Tourism Supply from characteristic Tourism and Other
Industries, to Meet Tourism Demand by Different Types of Visitors, gross basis (prices of previous
period) is the same as Table 11 except that it is on the gross basis for the treatment of tour organisers.

201. Table 12 Tourism Value Added of Characteristic Industries and other Industries, net basis
(prices of previous period) is the same as Table 4 expressed in volume terms, except that the components
of value added cannot be derived.

202. Table 12A Tourism Value Added of Characteristic Industries and other Industries, gross
basis (prices of previous period) is the same as Table 12 except that it is on the gross basis for the
treatment of tour organisers.

203. Table 13 Characteristic Tourism Industries Gross Capital Acquisition (prices of previous
period) has the same lay out as Table 7.  Expressing some of these variables in volume terms may prove
very difficult.  For example, land and “other non-produced non-financial assets” may have no price
indices available for them in which case only the capital formation asset types should be deflated until
such time as there are adequate price indices.

204. Table 14 Characteristic Tourism Industries’ Gross Capital Stock (prices of previous
period) has the layout as Table 8.  The same problems regarding land and “other non-produced
non-financial assets” apply to the stock as to the flows in Table 13.  However, the data for the other capital
stock variables should be derivable from each country’s PIM though it is recognised that the asset detail
shown here may not be readily available.

Information provided by the tables

205. Taken together, these tables provide a comprehensive view of tourism as a socio-economic
phenomenon.

206. Tables 1, 2 and 3 (and Tables 1A, 2A and 3A) set the stage in that they provide much of the
basic information about tourism from an economic point of view.

207. Table 1 (and Table 1A) is the starting point from the supply side: it identifies the characteristic
tourism industries, their commodity outputs, their intermediate inputs and the resultant value added.  (It
also provides summary information on employment, hours worked, capital acquisition and capital stock.)
Even in an ideal supply and use table in the national accounts, not all this information might be available,
so that for most countries, neither the commodity nor industry detail will be readily available.  The
information could be obtained, however, through the standard economic survey of producing units.
However, from an analytical point of view for the tourism purposes, Table 1 is inadequate on its own:
while it provides the value added of tourism industries it does not provide tourism value added.  To move
to that level of analysis, demand side information is required (which information, in turn, may affect
Table 1 inasmuch as visitors may change their demand for commodities over time, prompting (new)
industries to be classified as characteristic of tourism.)

208. Table 2 (and Table 2A) provides the essential elements of tourism, that is, as tourism is a
demand based concept, Table 2 provides this information by commodity and type of visitor.  Without this
information, estimates of the value added of tourism will have limited value.
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Table 11A.  Deliveries of Tourism Supply from Characteristic Tourism and Other Industries,
to Meet Tourism Demand by Different Types of Visitors, gross basis* (prices of previous period)

Total                                                Tourism consumption Total Tourism 

Economy Non-residents Residents: tourism ratio(1)
Households Business** Government** demand

Output (at basic values)
Characteristic industries
Accommodation

Food services
Transportation:

  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi
  passenger air
  passenger water

Car rental
Package tours

Entertainment, museums, libraries
Skiing
Health spas

Cruises

Total output of characteristic
tourism industries

All other industries
of which:
Fuel

Clothing
Food

Beer, wine, liquor
Tobacco products
Convention fees

Financial services and insurance
Single purpose consumer durables

Total output at basic prices

 Imports

Value Added Tax
Net taxes on production: other***

Total
*    Gross treatment of package tours

**   Including taxes on imports
***  As intermediate consumption. These can be reported together if obtaining  the data separately is not possible.

(1) An important variation on the tourism ratio is the tourism value added ratio. 
See "Deriving Tourism Value Added Estimates through a TSA" for discussion on how to calculate and use it.
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Table 12.  Tourism Value Added of Characteristic Industries and Other Industries, Net Basis*
(at prices of previous period)

Output Intermediate Value added Tourism Tourism
(at basic prices) consumption (at basic prices) ratio(1) value added(1)

(at purchasers’ prices) (TVA)
Output (at basic values)
Characteristic industries
Accommodation

Food services
Transportation:

  passenger rail
  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi
  passenger air

  passenger water
Car rental
Travel agents/organisers margins

Entertainment, museums, libraries
Skiing

Health spas
Cruises

Total output of characteristic
tourism industries

All other industries
of which:
Fuel

Clothing
Food

Beer, wine, liquor
Tobacco products

Convention fees
Financial services and insurance

Single purpose consumer durables

Total output at basic prices

 Imports

Value Added Tax

Net taxes on production: other**

Total 
*   Net treatment of package tours
** Including taxes on imports
(1) An important variation on the tourism ratio is the tourism value added ratio. 
See "Deriving Tourism Value Added Estimates through a TSA" for discussion on how to calculate and use it.
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Table 12A.  Tourism Value Added of Characteristic Industries and Other Industries, Gross Basis*
(at prices of previous period)

Output Intermediate Value added Tourism Tourism
(at basic prices) consumption (at basic prices) ratio(1) value added(1)

(at purchasers’ prices) (TVA)

Output (at basic values)
Characteristic industries
Accommodation

Food services

Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi

  passenger air

  passenger water

Car rental

Travel agents/organisers margins

Entertainment, museums, libraries

Skiing

Health spas

Cruises

Total output of characteristic
tourism industries

All other industries
of which:
Fuel

Clothing

Food

Beer, wine, liquor

Tobacco products

Convention fees

Financial services and insurance

Single purpose consumer durables

Total output at basic prices

 Imports

Value Added Tax

Net taxes on production: other**

Total 
*   Gross treatment of package tours
** Including taxes on imports

(1) An important variation on the tourism ratio is the tourism value added ratio. 
See "Deriving Tourism Value Added Estimates through a TSA" for discussion on how to calculate and use it.
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Table 13.  Characteristic Tourism Industries’ Gross Capital Acquisition
(prices of the previous period)

Produced non-financial fixed capital formation Non-produced non-financial assets Total 

Industry Dwellings Non-dwelling Mobile Computer and Other Total Land Other non-produced Total non-produced non-financial 

construction equipment other electronic non-financial non-financial capital 
equipment assets assets acquisition

Accommodation

Food services

Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi

  passenger air

  services to air transportation

  passenger water

Car rental

Travel agents

Museums, libraries etc

Ski Lodges

Health spas

Cruises

Ownership of dwellings

Total

Source:  OECD Tourism Committee.
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Table 14.  Characteristic Tourism Industries’ Gross Capital Stock
(prices of previous period) (end of period)

Net produced non-financial fixed capital stock Non-produced non-financial assets Total

Industry Dwellings Non-dwelling Mobile Computer and Other Total Capacity Land Other non-produced  Total non-produced non-financial

construction equipment other electronic utilisation non-financial non-financial capital stock

equipment assets capital stock

Accommodation

Food services

Transportation:

  passenger rail

  passenger bus (long distance)

  taxi

  passenger air

  services to air transportation

  passenger water

Car rental

Travel agents

Museums, libraries etc

Ski Lodges

Health spas

Cruises

Ownership of dwellings

Total

Source:  OECD Tourism Committee.
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209. With the information from Tables 1 and 2 (and Tables 1A and 2A), which are commodity based,
there is the need to present the data on an industry basis in order to derive the tourism value added for
each industry.  This is done in Table 3 (and Table 3A), which also indicates which industry’s output is
acquired by which type of visitor.  The table also introduces the “tourism ratio”.

210. With the information available from Table 3 (and Table 3A), TVA can be derived: this is shown
in Table 4 (and Table 4A).  For many analysts, this aggregate is the central feature of a TSA and the
primary purpose for developing one.  Table 4 provides data not only on the TVA of characteristic tourism
but also those industries which play a part in satisfying certain important elements of tourism demand.
The sum of these is direct TVA.  Indirect TVA can be calculated by using the information and structure
of a TSA to build an impact model or similar analytical technique. (See Appendix B.)

211. Table 5 provides an especially relevant tourism dimension: employment.  The information on
this table can be combined with that from Table 3 to derive average compensation of employees by
tourism industry as well as indicating the compensation by hour.  This link is very important for policy
purposes, given the role tourism industries frequently play—as a major area of growth of jobs, especially
for the young .  Similar calculations can be done for “other employment” which may serve as a useful
policy tool in countries where unincorporated businesses are responsible for the delivery of significant
amount of commodities to visitors.

212. Table 6 (and Table 6A) is connected to Table 2 (and Table 2A) in that it provides the link
between the values of tourism expenditure with the volume and type of visitor.  Such information can play
a major part in tourism promotion and marketing.

213. Tables 7 and 8 provide information about the other primary input into the productive process:
capital.  While the derivation of TVA may be considered to be one of the primary, if not the primary,
purpose of a TSA, information on the role of capital is still very important.  Table 7 provides information
on its acquisition, Table 8 on its stock, each by type of asset.  Information on capital inputs into tourism
production allows analysis on such things as: returns too capital employed, capital output ratios, the
effects on capital producing industries, etc.

214. Tables 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 (and Tables 9A, 10A, 11A, 12 and 13) provide volume measures of
Tables 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7 (Tables 1A, 2A, 3A, 6 and 7).  The importance of volume measures over a time
series is well known to economists and other users of the national accounts as a more meaningful way of
understanding how (if) growth is occurring (not only in terms of the series being examined but also in
relative terms with other aspects of the economy (other industries, commodities)).

DERIVING TOURISM VALUE ADDED (TVA) ESTIMATES THROUGH A TSA

215. The derivation of tourism value added is central to the whole development of the TSA.  Tourism
suffers a lack of credibility as it is not a standard “industry” and so its economic role has proved difficult
to measure.  Consequently, without an objective means of measuring what is tourism’s value added in
comparison with other, standard industries, there is no way to assess its significance.  This section will
indicate how the basic information that will be assembled to construct a TSA will be used to derive
tourism value added.

216. In the national accounts, in both the 1968 and the 1993 versions, an essential element in the
measurement of economic activity is the input-output tables, and specifically the supply and use tables.
These tables measure domestic production (the “make” matrix), imports and how this supply (of imports
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and domestic production) is used.  Each of the tables are arranged in much the same way: industry by
commodity.

217. In the make matrix, each industry’s output is indicated against whichever commodity(ies) it
produces.  As already noted, the primary production of an economic unit determines to which industry it is
classified.  Thus, for restaurants, the primary product will be meal services, but there may be secondary
(and probably tertiary) production which cannot be separated from the primary production processes.

218. For the import matrix, imports are classified to each industry, or to final demand, depending on
their use.  Together, the make and import matrices constitute total supply.  (As far as tourism is
concerned, imports are of lesser importance as most of the commodities purchased by visitors are services
(which are not traded internationally as much as goods) though these can be imported (e.g., air
transportation).  This issue is examined further below.)

219. For the use matrix, each industry’s commodity inputs are identified, together with the primary
inputs (of labour and returns to capital and entrepreneurship (or the factors of production)) which together
with the net taxes on production: other amount to an industry’s value added (or industry gross (domestic)
product).  The sum of all industries’ value added (plus net taxes on products) will provide the economy’s
GDP.  (In some countries, the derivation of GDP may be involve additional calculations, where some
output is sold directly by the factors of production to final demand without involving an industry.)

220. The same result can be derived from the commodity approach.  Each commodity is used either
as an input to another industry or is part of final demand.  The sum of final demand (at purchasers’ prices)
for all commodities (less imports) will equal the sum of the value added of all industries.  The sum of each
commodity’s supply will equal the sum of its use.  Similarly, the total inputs (intermediate and primary)
for each industry will equal the sum of each industry’s output.  As a result, there is a balance for each
commodity and for each industry.

221. The use matrix is divided into four quadrants: the first quadrant records each industry’s
intermediate commodity inputs.  The second quadrant records the final demand (if any) for each
commodity.  The third quadrant measures each industry’s value added, representing the difference
between gross output and intermediate inputs.  There may be nothing in the fourth quadrant but some
countries may record some aspect of final demand for primary inputs which are not recorded as inputs into
an industry.

222. Text Table 1 shows a very simplified version of Make and Use Matrices.  The Use Matrix has
been modified slightly to show the tourism dimension which is not identified separately in the standard
national accounts’ presentation.  Thus, tourism demand is shown as two extra columns.  One column
shows the tourism demand inputs separately from non-tourism demand inputs as part of the input structure
of the non-tourism industries.  The other extra column is shown as an additional vector in household
demand to show tourism expenditure separately from non-tourism expenditure.

223. In the top part of the table is shown a 3*5 Make Matrix, that is, there are three industries and
five commodities.  The three industries are: restaurants, hotels, and “other” (which produces everything
else in the economy).  The five commodities are: meals, accommodation, laundry services, food and
electricity.  In the representation shown here, restaurants produce one commodity: meals (50), for a total
output of 50.  Hotels produce two commodities, 20 meals and 100 accommodation, for a total output of
120.  “Other” industries produce 25 laundry services, 50 food and 30 electricity, a total output of 105.  The
total supply of each commodity is shown on the right (e.g., total meals is 70, representing the sum of 50
(produced by restaurants) and 20 (by hotels)).  Gross output is 275.
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Text Table 1.  Simplified Make and Use Matrices: Version 1

Make Matrix
Industry

Commodity Restaurants Hotels Other Total Supply
Coverage 

Ratio
Meals 50 20 70 71.43
Accommodation  100 100 100.00
Laundry Service 25 25
Food 50 50
Electricity 30 30 
Total Output 50 120 105 275

Specialisation Ratio 100.00 83.33

Use Matrix
Industry GDP GDP

Commodity Restaurants Hotels Other Households Total tourism Sum of Final Total Use Tourism Tourism net
Tourism Non-tourism Tourism Non-tourism use Incomes  Demand Ratio ratio

Meals   10 15 25 20 35 45 70 50% 50%
Accommodation   25 10 60 5 85 65 100 85% 80%
Laundry Service 5 10   10 10 25 0
Food 25 5  20 20 50 0
Electricity 5 10 15 15 30 0

Total Intermediate Usage 1 35 25 60 155

Compensation of Labour 10 55 30 95
Gross Operating Surplus 5 30 5 40
Net Indirect Taxes  10 10 20

Value Added 15 95 45 155

Total Use 50 120 105 275

1. Total intermediate usage of "other" industry equals tourism and non-tourism inputs.
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224. The coverage ratio is shown on the very right and represents the percentage of the commodity’s
total output that is attributable to its principal producer.  Thus, the coverage ratio for “meals” is by its
primary producer (restaurants) is 71.43% (50/70*100).  Similarly, the coverage ratio for accommodation
is 100% as all the output of this commodity is produced by its primary producer (hotels).

225. At the bottom of the make matrix is the specialisation ratio of the two tourism major industries.
The specialisation ratio for restaurants is 100%, which represents the proportion of the industry’s primary
output (meals) to its total output (that is, 50/50*100).  For hotels, its specialisation ratio is 83.33% (i.e.,
that is, its primary product is accommodation (100) and total output for the industry is 120, thus we have
100/120*100).

226. In the lower part of Text Table 1 is shown the Use Matrix.  As can be seen, the Use Matrix has
the same industry and commodity dimensions as the Make Matrix but it also shows the amounts of each
commodity’s output that is purchased for final demand, as well as showing the amount of each industry’s
output that represents returns to the factors of production.  Thus, total use for each commodity is equal to
total supply (as shown in the column “Total Use”: each commodity’s total use is the same as its total
supply in the Make Matrix) while each industry’s total use (of commodities as well as labour, capital and
entrepreneurship) is equal to its total output (in the Make Matrix.  Compare the line “Total Use” for each
industry with the counterpart line “Total Output” in the Make Matrix).

227. In the Use Matrix, the inputs for the restaurant industry are shown as 5 laundry services, 25 food
and 5 electricity (for a total of 35 intermediate inputs) and 10 for labour, 5 for operating surplus and zero
indirect taxes, to give a value added (industry GDP) of 15.  The sum of intermediate inputs and returns to
the factors of production equals the sum of the industry’s output (50).  For hotels, the inputs are 10 for
laundry services, 5 food and 10 electricity (for a total of 25 intermediate inputs) and 55 for labour, 30 for
operating surplus and 10 for indirect taxes for a total value added of 95.  The sum of the intermediate
inputs and the industry’s value added equals the total of the industry’s output (120).  For “other
industries”, their commodity inputs are divided into those that were used for tourism purposes and those
that were not.  Of a total of 25 for meals, 10 were acquired as tourism and 15 as non-tourism, and, of a
total of 35 in accommodation, 25 were for tourism and 10 for non-tourism purposes.  The sum of these
intermediate inputs for “other industries” amount to 60.  The value added for these industries (gross output
(105) less intermediate inputs (60)) is 45 which comprises 30 for labour, 5 for operating surplus and 10 in
indirect taxes.

228. Final demand has been simplified in this example to Personal Final Consumption Expenditure
(PFCE) whereas government final consumption expenditures, gross fixed capital formation (GFCF),
change in inventories and exports would normally be included.  (This is not to say that GFCF represents a
part of tourism demand but rather to point out what the categories for final use are.  GFCF for tourism
industries has been discussed above.  See paragraphs 157 to 163 and Table 6.)

229. PFCE has been broken down in the same way as for intermediate consumption: expenditure for
tourism purposes and those for non-tourism purposes.  Thus, for meals, 25 were tourism demand and 20
non-tourism demand.  Similarly, for accommodation services, 60 were tourism and 5 non -tourism.

230. GDP is shown in three ways.  The column “GDP: Final Demand” sums both the tourism and
non-tourism expenditures by households to provide a total of 155 (45+65+10+20+15), which is the same
as the sum of the value added of the three industries shown in the line “Value Added (GDP))”
(15+95+45=155) which is also equal to the sum of the returns to the factors of production 95+40+20=155
(shown in the column “GDP: Sum of Incomes”).
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231. Before we explore how these data can be examined for analysis of tourism, it is probably worth
examining certain elements of the data.  In the first place, as noted above, tourism expenditure is not
limited to final demand.  For example, if it were, none of the intermediate inputs by “other” industries
would be regarded as tourism outlays.  Thus, of the 35 of tourism expenditure on meals, the 10 on
intermediate consumption would be excluded as would 25 of accommodation.  Accordingly, any
tourism-to-GDP ratio that relies solely on final demand will ignore a (probably not insignificant) amount
of tourism demand.  Related to this is that TVA is not the same thing as tourism demand, as will be
examined further below.

232. Secondly, although no GFCF is shown in this example, it would not be included as part of
tourism demand, even though it is clearly an important variable in exploring tourism’s overall importance
in an economy.

233. Thirdly, the data that come out of this framework are set within the structure of the whole of the
economy.  Accordingly, when examining various scenarios (of future demand, tax changes, etc.) the
impact on other industries can also be analysed within a complete, comprehensive framework.  What this
means is that such analytical constructs as impact models or computer generalised equilibrium models
(CGEs) are possible.  In consequence, if additional aircraft are likely to be ordered what the impact will be
on the rest of the economy can be determined.  Similarly, with respect to the construction of new hotels or
airport facilities: what the likely impacts might be on supplying industries, what will be leakages (to
imports), the effect on labour demand (and its possible effects on its price) etc.  can all be analysed.

234. With these data in view, it is worth indicating the different ways they would appear (and be
analysed) from a TEA perspective versus a TSA perspective.

235. Text Table 2 presents the same data that are shown in the make and use matrices above in the
way they would appear in the TEA.

Text Table 2.  Tourism Data Using Tourism Economic Accounts: Version 1

Simplified TEA Table 1

Tourism 
Characterisitc 
Commodity

Total Supply
Tourism 
Demand

Tourism Ratio

Meals 70 35 50.00%
Accommodation 100 85 85.00%

Simplified TEA Table 2

Tourism 
Characteristic 

Industry

Industry Gross 
Output

Intermediate 
Inputs

Gross Value 
Added

Tourism Ratio
Tourism Value 

Added

Restaurants 50 35 15 0.50 7.50
Hotels 120 25 95 0.85 80.75

Net Ratio Approach
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Tourism 
Characteristic 

Industry

IndustryGross 
Output

Gross Value 
Added

Net Ratio 
Col.2/Col.1

Total 
Commodity 

Supply

Tourism 
Demand

Tourism Ratio
 Net Ratio.    

(Col6 *Col3)
TVA    

(Col1*Col7)

Restaurants 50 15 30.00 70 35 50% 15.00 7.5
Hotels 120 95 79.17 100 85 0.85 67% 80.75
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236. In the first range is set out a simplified Table 1 from the TEA.  It shows the total characteristic
commodity supply (in this instance, meals and accommodation) and the amount of this supply that is
purchased in total by visitors.  For the purposes of this example, identifying the type of visitor is not
necessary.  As a supplement the simple tourism ratio is derived, as the proportion of tourism demand to
total supply.  Thus, the total supply of meals is 70 of which 35 is tourism demand, resulting in a 50%
tourism ratio.  The same applies for accommodation: total supply is 100, of which 85 is tourism demand,
producing a tourism ratio of 85%.

237. The second range of Text Table 2 presents a simplified version of Table 2 of the TEA.  Thus, the
characteristic tourism industries (restaurants and hotels) are shown, with their total output, intermediate
inputs and industry gross value added.  (For the purposes of this exposition, there is no need to
disaggregate the components of gross value added.) Accordingly, the restaurant industry is shown to have
50 in gross output, 35 as intermediate inputs and a gross value added of 15.  Hotels have a gross output of
120, intermediate inputs of 25 and a gross value added of 95.  As a supplement to this presentation, the
tourism ratio from Table 1 is brought forward and this ratio is applied to the industry’s gross value added
to give an implied tourism industry gross value added.  The resulting figures are: 7.50 for restaurants and
80.75 for hotels, a total TVA of 88.25.  As noted above, the assumption that lies behind the use of this
ratio is that the specialisation ratio and coverage ratios are very high (close to 100%).  Where this
assumption does not obtain, then the derivation of the industry TVA is less valid.  See below on the use of
the tourism value added ratio.

238. In the last range of Text Table 2 is shown an alternative means of calculating industry TVA: the
“net ratio” approach.  In this approach, the ratio between the industry gross value added and its gross
output is applied to the tourism ratio of the commodity.  (In this way, the use of the “net ratio” relies on a
similar assumption to that of the use of the tourism ratio: that the specialisation and coverage ratios of the
primary producing industries are high because implicit in this approach is that the ratio of gross value
added to gross output is a very large proportion of the characteristic tourism commodity for the primary
industry and that this ratio either holds true for all other industries producing the commodity or it is not
significant.)

239. Applying the net ratio approach produces exactly the same results for the industries’ TVA in
these examples.  This may not always hold as we will see below.

240. Let us now complicate the presentation to a certain extent by introducing alcoholic margins as
shown in Text Table 3, which is a slight modification on Text Table 1.  The restaurant industry produces
25 and the hotel industry 15 while other industries produce 100 of alcoholic margins (mostly in bars and
taverns).  Thus, the major part of the output is not produced by these tourism industries.  On the demand
side, 15 is demanded by visitors (5 intermediate and 10 final) with 125 demanded by non-visitors (5 for
intermediate usage and 120 for final demand by households).  (Whether alcoholic margins represent a
characteristic tourism commodity depends on the interpretation of the significance of tourism demand as a
proportion of the commodity’s supply.  It also raises the question as to whether the 25 purchased by
visitors would be significantly large a proportion of total tourism demand for it to constitute a
characteristic tourism commodity.)

241. The total supply of meals and accommodation remains unchanged at 70 and 100, respectively,
and their tourism demand remains unchanged at 35 and 85.  Consequently, in Text Table 4, a slight
modification of Text Table 2, the tourism ratios for the commodities meals and accommodation remain at
50% and 85%.
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Text Table 3.  Simplified Make and Use Matrices: Version 2

Make Matrix
Industry

Commodity Restaurants Hotels Other Total Supply
Coverage 

Ratio

Meals 50 20 70 71.43
Accommodation  100 100 100.00
Alcoholic Margins 25 15 100 140 N/A
Laundry Service 25 25 N/A
Food 50 50 N/A
Electricity 30 30 N/A 
Total Output 75 135 205 415

Specialisation Ratio 66.67 74.07

Use Matrix
Industry   

Commodity Restaurants Hotels Other Households

Total 
Tourism 

Use GDP Sum GDP Final Total Use Tourism Tourism Net
Tourism Non-tourism Tourism Non-tourism of income  Demand Ratio  Ratio

Meals   10 15 25 20 35 45 70 50%
Accommodation   25 10 60 5 85 65 100 85%
Alcoholic Margins 5 5 10 120 15 130 140 10.71%
Laundry Service 5 10   10 10 25 0
Food 25 5  20 20 50 0
Electricity 5 10 15 15 30 0

Total Intermediate Usage 1 35 25 60 285

Compensation of Labour 25 70 80 175
Gross Operating Surplus 10 30 45 85
Net Indirect Taxes 5 10 10 25

Value Added (GDP) 40 110 135 285

Total Use 75 135 205 415

1. Total intermediate usage of "other" industry equals tourism and non-tourism inputs.
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242. It is in the second range that the story changes.  The restaurant industry’s gross output is now
shown as 75 (up from 50), intermediate inputs are unchanged so that gross value added rises to 40.  Hotels
now have a gross output of 135, intermediate inputs remain at 25, with the result that gross value added
increases to 110.  As the tourism ratios from Table 3 are the same as before the resulting TVA are: 20 for
restaurants and 93.5 for hotels, a total TVA of 113.5.

243. Applying the net ratio approach in the third range of Text Table 4 produces the same results as
for the tourism ratio for restaurants but for hotels the value is lower.

244. What result would be possible from the TSA? To answer this question we shall go back to Text
Table 3.

245. It can be seen in Text Table 3 that hotels produce three commodities which are sold to visitors:
meals, accommodation and alcoholic margins.  What the data in this presentation permit which the TEA
do not is a means of providing a production function for each of these commodities so that a better link
can be made with the inputs of each of these outputs and thereby derive a more accurate TVA.  To do this,
however, certain assumptions are needed.

Text Table4.  Tourism Data Using Tourism Economic Accounts: Version 2

Simplified TEA Table 1

Tourism 
Characterisitc 
Commodity

Total Supply
Tourism 
Demand

Tourism Ratio

Meals 70 35 50.00%
Accommodation 100 85 85.00%

Simplified TEA Table 2

Tourism 
Characteristic 

Industry

Industry Gross 
Output

Intermediate 
Inputs

Gross Value 
Added

Tourism Ratio
Tourism Value 

Added

Restaurants 75 35 40 0.50 20.00
Hotels 135 25 110 0.85 93.50

Net Ratio Approach
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Tourism 
Characteristic 

Industry

Industry Gross 
Output

Gross Value 
Added

Net Ratio 
Col.2/Col.1

Total 
Commodity 

Supply

Tourism 
Demand

TourismRatio
Net Ratio.     

(6 *2)

TVA    
(Col1*Col7)/1

00

Restaurants 75 40 53.33 70 35 50% 26.67 19.99875
Hotels 135 110 79.17 100 85 85% 67% 90.847575

246. Underlying the approach is this basic methodology:

TVAij = (GO ij - II ij) * TSij

where TVAij = Tourism Value Added for the ith commodity of the jth industry
Goij = Gross Output of the ith commodity of the jth industry
Iiij = Intermediate Inputs for the ith commodity of the jth industry

TSij  =  Tourism Share of the output of the ith commodity of the jth industry
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247. This notation means that the TVA for any industry’s output of a tourism commodity is
determined by the inputs that are used in the production of that commodity, multiplied by the proportion
of the total output that is acquired by visitors.  For the most part, this latter variable is assumed to be the
same for all industries that produce the commodity unless assumptions are made or certain industry based
information indicates that certain industries do not sell any (or a specifically different proportion) of their
output to visitors.  The underlying basis for this assumption is that most information from the demand side
will originate in surveys of visitor expenditure on commodities, rather than trying to derive this
information from the supplying industries.  With that being the likely basis for the information, it can be
assumed that industries sold their tourism commodity to visitors in proportion to the amount they
provided of total supply (this assumption is usually used in impact models, using proportionality across
commodities and industries).  However, there may be instances where the output of certain tourism
commodities are held not to have been acquired by visitors, such as meals that are served by mining
companies to their employees.  Similarly, other information from the supplying industries may allow for
adjustments to their tourism share.  Some industries may be able to indicate the proportion of their output
that they might sell to visitors.  Hotels, for example, may have a reasonable basis for estimating how much
of their meals are sold to visitors.  In any event, it is probable that hotels sell a higher proportion of their
meals to visitors than do other establishments selling meals as they have a “captive audience”, to a certain
extent.

248. From the above notation, other assumptions may flow.  For example, as indicated, hotels
produce three commodities which have different input structures.  To derive a TVA, it is necessary to try
to separate them.  The following offers a means of achieving this.

249. For restaurants, the TVA for meals can be constructed as follows:

TVAmr = (GOmr - II mr) * TSmr

where TVAmr  =  the tourism value added for meals for the restaurant industry

Gomr = the Gross Output of meals for the restaurant industry

Iimr = the intermediate inputs for meals for the restaurant industry

TSmr  =  the tourism share of meals that is sold by restaurants

250. However, as not all the industry’s output is meals, some assumptions need to be made.  It is
assumed here that some of the inputs to the industry are solely for the provision of meals, and some have
to be pro-rated to account for inputs for other commodities produced.  Accordingly, it is assumed that all
food inputs (25) are for the provision of meals, and that the “tourism” inputs of electricity (5) and laundry
services (5) are proportionate to the value of the production of the tourism characteristic commodity (in
this instance, meals) by the industry.  That is, meals account for two thirds of the industry’s output.
Therefore, two thirds of these two commodity inputs are for the production of meals.  As a result, we have
the following derivation of the restaurant industry’s TVA (from Text Table 2):

TVAmr = (50 - (25 + (2/3*5) + (2/3*5)) * 50%

= (50 - 31.67) * 50%

= 18.33 * 0.5

= 9.17
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where 50% represents the tourism ratio of the total supply of meals (((10 +25)/70*)100) and it is assumed
that this ratio applies equally to all industries producing meals.

251. The derivation of the hotel industry’s TVA for meals is based on this calculation.  Thus, all food
inputs are assumed to be for the production of meals while the other inputs are assumed to be in direct
proportion to the value of the output of meals by the industry, i.e., 20/135 of the inputs of electricity and
laundry services.  Consequently, the TVA for meals for the hotel industry is derived as:

TVAmh = (GO mh - IImh) *TSmh

= (20 - (5 + (20/135*10) + (20/135*10)) * 50%

= (20 - 8) * 0.5

= 6

252. The derivation of TVA for accommodation for hotels is thus:

TVAah = (GOah - IIah) *TSah

= (100 - (100/135*10) + (100/135 *10) * 85%

= (100 - 14.8) * 0.85

= 85.2 * 0.85

= 72.42

253. TVA for alcoholic margins for restaurants is derived as:

TVAalr = (GOalr - IIalr) *TSalr

= (25 - (1/3*5) + (1/3*5)) * 15/140

= (25 - 3.3) * 0.107

= 2.32

254. TVA for alcoholic margins for the hotel industry is:

TVAalh = (GOalh - IIalh) *TSalh

= (15 - (15/135*10) + (15/135*10)) * 15/140

= (15 - 2.2) * 0.107

= 12.8 * 0.107

= 1.37
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255. The TVA of the restaurant industry is thus 9.17+ 2.32 = 11.49 and for the hotel industry it is
6.0 + 72.42 + 1.37 = 79.79 These results compare with the estimates from the TEA of 20 for restaurants,
using the tourism ratio approach and the net ratio approach, and 93.5 for hotels using the tourism ratio and
91.67 using the tourism net ratio.

256. From the foregoing it can seen that the derivation of TVA is through the amount of a tourism
industry’s value added that is attributable to tourism demand.  It should be evident that merely taking
tourism expenditures in the final demand for GDP will not produce an adequate result.  On the one hand, it
excludes intermediate tourism consumption.  On the other hand, when a commodity is purchased in final
demand it represents outputs from many different industries, some of which may have no bearing on the
provision of tourism output to visitors (such as manufacturers) as there is no visitor:producer relationship.
Moreover, even if tourism intermediate consumption expenditures were included the same issue arises:
that the gross sales of a commodity do not translate into the value added of the industry to which that
commodity is primary.  And for credibility in analysing tourism, comparability with other industries is
essential.

257. Use of the techniques proposed in the OECD’s TSA is not without its problems.  There is no
direct observable means to verify these results (if there were there would be no need for a TSA): it has to
be understood that the results are based on assumptions, which are not testable, but which are considered
reasonable.  However, the OECD considers the TSA proposal to be the best mechanism presently
available as it is the best method of removing as many non-tourism variables as possible.  Should better
approaches be developed the TSA will be modified accordingly.

Alternative to the Tourism ratio and the Tourism net ratio: Tourism value added ratio

258. The use of the tourism ratio to derive the composition of value added is appropriate only if an
industry has a specialisation ratio of 100% or if the tourism share of each commodity produced by the
industry is the same as the tourism ratio.

259. Using the notation of paragraph 246, we have

TVAij  = (GOij - IIij) * TSij

where GOij = output of the ith commodity from the jth industry
IIij = intermediate inputs for the ith commodity of the jth industry
TSij = tourism share of the output of the ith commodity by the jth industry (which, in
most cases, will be the same as the tourism ratio for commodity i).

260. Also, we have VAj = CEj + GOSj + TPOj

where CEj = tourism compensation of employees for the jth industry
GOSj = tourism gross operating surplus for the jth industry
TPOj = taxes less subsidies on production: other for the jth industry
VAj = value added of the jth industry.

261. We want to estimate TCEj, TGOSj and TTPOj so that TVAj = TCEj + TGOSj + TTPOj

where TCEj = tourism compensation of employees for the jth industry
TGOSj = tourism gross operating surplus for the jth industry
TTPOj = tourism taxes less subsidies on production: other for the jth industry.
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262. If we assume that TCEj = CEj * TRp
TGOSj = GOSj * TRp
TTPOj = TPOj * TRp

where TRp represents the tourism ratio of commodity p for which industry j is primary,

then we have TVAj = (CEj + GOSj + TPOj) * TRp = VAj * TRp.

However, TVAj = Σ TVAij = Σ (GOij - IIij) *TSij.
i i

Hence, VAj * TRp = Σ (GOij - IIij) *TSij.
i

However, VAj = Σ (GOij - IIij) since Σ GOij = GOj and Σ IIij = IIj
i i i

where Goj = total output by the jth industry
Iij = all intermediate inputs for the jth industry.

Therefore, Σ (GOij - IIij) * TRp = Σ (GOij - IIij) *TSij.
i i

263. The last identity tells us that deriving the components of TVA for industry j by applying the
tourism ratio to the components of value added for that industry will work if TSij equals TRp for each
commodity i produced by that industry.  In particular, the use of the tourism ratio will work for industries
which produce only one commodity (i.e.  with a specialisation ratio of 100%) with a tourism share (TSij)
that is the same as the tourism ratio for that commodity (TRi) (which is not the case for many
commodities).

264. However, since most, if not all, industries do not have a specialisation ratio close or equal to
100% and produce two or more commodities with very different tourism shares, it is very unlikely that the
tourism ratio will produce estimates of the tourism components of value added that sum to an industry’s
TVA.  For these reasons, the tourism ratio is not recommended for estimating the tourism shares of an
industry’s value added components, that is, the components of TVA for that industry.

265. Using Text Table 3 to illustrate why the tourism ratio can be improved upon, we have for the
hotel industry:

VAh = 110.
TRp= 85% since the commodity for which the hotels industry is primary is accommodation.

This means that TVAh = VAh * TRp = 110 * .85 = 93.5.

But TVAh = 6 + 72.42 + 1.37 = 79.79, where TS for meals is 50%, TS for accommodation is 85% and TS
for alcoholic margins is 10.71%.

266. In this example, using the tourism ratio to derive the tourism shares of the components of VAh
for the hotels industry yields estimates which do not add up to TVAh (i.e.  79.79), as they should.  When
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the tourism shares of the commodities produced by an industry are different, the use of the tourism ratio
will overestimate the components of TVA, as it is the case for the hotels industry.

267. Furthermore, while the tourism net ratio constitutes a more appropriate ratio for estimating the
tourism shares of the value added components for an industry, it should only be used when all
intermediate inputs in the derivation of TVAij are prorated to the proportion of the output of the ith
commodity by industry j to that industry’s total output.

268. Indeed, the tourism net ratio is defined as the ratio of tourism demand for all commodities
produced by an industry to that industry’s total output.

269. Accordingly, define TNRj = ΣTSij*GOij/GOj as the tourism net ratio for the jth industry.
i

As before, we want to estimate TCEj, TGOSj and TTPOj so that

TVAj = TCEj + TGOSj + TTPOj.

If we assume that TCEj = CEj * TNRj
TGOSj = GOSj * TNRj
TTPOj = TPOj * TNRj

where VAj = CEj + GOSj + TPOj,

then we have TVAj = (CEj + GOSj + TPOj) * TNRj = VAj * TNRj

or TVAij = VAj * ΣTSij * GOij/GOj
i

However, TVAj =  Σ TVAij = Σ(GOij - IIij) * TSij.
i i

Therefore, VAj *Σ TSij * GOij/GOj = Σ(GOij - IIij) * TSij.
i i

This means thatΣ( IIij * TSij) =  ( Σ GOij * TSij) * (1 -VAj/ GOj)
i i

or Σ( IIij * TSij) =  ( Σ GOij * TSij) * (GOj -VAj)/ GOj
i i

However, IIj = GOj - VAj.

Hence, Σ( IIij * TSij) =  ( Σ GOij * TSij) * IIj/ GOj
i i

or Σ[ IIij * TSij] =  Σ [(IIj * GOij / GOj) * TSij].
i i
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270. The last identity tells us that deriving the components of an industry’s TVA by applying the
tourism net ratio to the components of value added for that industry will work if IIij = (IIj) * GOij/GOj,
that is, if IIij used in the derivation of TVAij is obtained by multiplying each intermediate input in IIj by
the ratio GOij/GOj.  In other words, the tourism net ratio will work for industries where proportionality
across commodities is assumed for each intermediate input in the derivation of TVA.

271. Therefore, for industries where one or more intermediate inputs are prorated to 1 or 0 in IIij in
order to derive TVAij, the use of the tourism net ratio is not recommended, as the estimates obtained by
applying the ratio to the industry’s components of value added will not add to TVAj.

272. In particular, this is the case for the hotels industry, where all food inputs are prorated to 1 in the
derivation of TVA for meals, and to 0 in the calculation of TVA for accommodation and alcoholic
margins (see paragraphs 227-230).

273. Using Text Table 3 to illustrate why the tourism net ratio does not work, we have for the hotels
industry:

VAh = 110
TNRh = (20 * .5 + 100 * .85 + 15 * .1071)/135 = .7156

This means that TVAh = VAh * TNRh = 110 * .7156 = 78.72.

But TVAh = 6 + 72.42 + 1.37 = 79.79 as indicated above.

274. Therefore, using the tourism net ratio to derive the tourism shares of the components of VAh for
the hotels industry produces estimates that do not add to up TVAh (i.e.  79.79), as they should be.

275. That being said, the use of the tourism value added ratio (TVAj/VAj) is recommended instead of
the tourism ratio and tourism net ratio to estimate the shares of compensation of employees, gross
operating surplus and net taxes on production that are attributable to tourism.  Of the three ratios, this is
the only one that produces estimates of the tourism components of value added for an industry that always
sum to that industry’s TVA.

Defining

CEj = tourism compensation of employees for the jth industry
GOSj = tourism gross operating surplus for the jth industry
TPOj = taxes less subsidies on production: other for the jth industry
VAj = value added of the jth industry

where VAj = CEj + GOSj + TPOj

and

TVAj = tourism value added for the jth industry
TCEj = tourism compensation of employees for the jth industry
TGOSj = tourism gross operating surplus for the jth industry
TTPOj = tourism taxes less subsidies on production: other for the jth industry
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where TCEj, TGOSj and TTPOj are unknown

and

TVAj / VAj as the tourism value added ratio.

If we define TCEj, TGOSj and TTPOj as

TCEj = CEj * TVAj / VAj
TGOSj = GOSj * TVAj / VAj
TTPOj = TPOj * TVAj / VAj

we obtain TCEj + TGOSj + TTPOj = (CEj + GOSj + TPOj) * TVAj / VAj
= VAj * TVAj / VAj = TVAj.

276. While the tourism value added ratio (TVAj/VAj) is not perfect, as it assumes that the proportion
of each component in TVA for an industry is the same as in the industry’s value added, it is easy to
calculate, does not require additional information in the TSA and is based on an acceptable assumption (it
should be noted that the same assumption is made when using the tourism ratio or tourism net ratio).
Also, the tourism value added ratio, when applied to each component of value added for an industry,
provides estimates which always add up to TVA of that industry, which may not be the case when using
the tourism ratio or the tourism net ratio.
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Appendix A
Direct Versus Indirect Versus Induced Tourism Demand

This Appendix is still under development and will include additional information on impact
model calculations.

There has been considerable debate about direct versus indirect measures of tourism demand.
The TSA addresses the former although the latter can also be estimated from the TSA’s structure.  Direct
tourism demand is the purchases of goods and services by, or on behalf of, visitors, that is, those
expenditures made before, during and after a trip and which expenditures are related to the trip itself.  For
a direct measure of tourism’s role in the economy there needs to be a direct relationship (physical and
economic) between the visitor and the producer of the good or service acquired by the visitor, in his/her
capacity as a visitor.  In similar fashion, direct employment measures are related to this direct relationship
between the visitor and the tourism expenditures.  The TSA uses this definition of direct tourism demand
to capture these relationships and the resulting TVA.  Tourism employment is based on these direct
purchases.  Thus, for example, the value added from an airline ticket purchased by a visitor is part of
direct TVA.  Tourism employment to meet this demand is based on direct tourism expenditure.

Indirect tourism demand is the value added that flows from two aspects of direct tourism.
Firstly, indirect tourism demand is the demand generated by the producer (of a characteristic tourism
commodity) that results from the production of a good or service sold directly to a visitor.  Thus, for
example, when a visitor buys a meal, the direct demand is the cost of the meal.  The restaurateur’s TVA is
the difference between the income from the meal and the intermediate costs (such as the purchase of the
food, fuel, etc.) that go into the making of the meal.  Indirect tourism demand is generated for the food
manufacturer, the trucker, the electricity company, etc.  who provide the necessary inputs required to
make the meal.  The production of these inputs constitute parts of the manufacturing, transportation and
electricity industries and are not part of the “tourism industry” because there is no direct physical and
economic relationship between the producer and the visitor.  In this way, the value added of different
industries is differentiated in the same way as the gross output of the manufacturing industry includes
purchases (inputs) from other industries (such as accounting or raw materials) but its value added excludes
these inputs.

However, determining what are these indirect effects is an important part of economic analysis:
to identify such things as the effect on employment in different industries; what tax revenue might be
realised? what are the leakages to imports? what price pressures might ensue in particular markets or the
economy as a whole? what might be the effects on the exchange rate? etc..  The TSA provides the means
to make these calculations but does not produce them as such.

The second aspect of indirect tourism demand is the acquisition of fixed capital by a producer of
a characteristic tourism commodity, such as an airline buying an aircraft.  As discussed above, fixed
capital purchases are not included in the generation of TVA.  However, for the production of most tourism
commodities capital is an essential element.  Providing air passenger services without an aircraft or
accommodation services (other than camp sites) without a building would be difficult.  Consequently, a
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TSA that ignored these indirect aspects of tourism demand, and hence, impact on the broader economy,
would be incomplete.  This element of indirect demand is included in the TSA but is not included in the
calculation of TVA.

Induced demand represents the demand that is created by those producers of commodities which
sell to sellers of commodities to visitors.  Thus, induced demand is the additional output by a farmer for
the food or an oil refiner to meet the trucker’s increased demand that is required to meet the food
manufacturer’s to meet the restaurateur’s needs for food—that is the result of tourism demand.  In this
sense, induced demand is different from the Keynesian notion of induced demand.  This latter notion
represents the impact on the economy of the expenditures that would result from the additional income to,
for example, the employees of an hotel that would be prompted by extra output of that hotel.  There is no
intention that this latter measure fall out of the TSA but it would be possible.

Whereas direct demand and capital acquisition are measured in this TSA, the other measures of
indirect and induced demand are not.  However, these latter can be calculated from the TSA as it is
embedded in a supply and use table which is the basic building block for the creation of an (impact) model
which would be necessary to derive these estimates.  However, it should be noted that such models are
replete with problems, not least being the assumptions of full utilisation of resources and linear rates of
change.
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Appendix B:
Possible Data Sources

For many of the data, the national accounts, especially the supply and use table, will be a
primary source of information for Tables 1 and 3 but supplementary information from a variety of sources
may also be required (such as (special) industry surveys).  For Table 2, information on tourism demand
will largely be drawn from household surveys, probably run specifically for this purpose, or, at least,
where tourism demand detail is a major consideration.  Data for Table 5 will probably be drawn from a
household surveys as much of the type of information required is not available from employer based
surveys.  The census of population may also serve as a useful data source in some countries.  However,
there will need to be consistency checks undertaken with data on employment that may be used in the
estimation of the national accounts.  It is important that the totals that emerge for all types of labour by
industry are consistent with estimates of compensation of employees in Table 1.  Data for Table 6 will
come from surveys of visitors (at borders, at airports, in their homes) and also from any balance of
payments surveys which may provide additional information.  (At present, the balance of payments data
provide control totals only for most of visitor expenditure (either imports or exports).  Improved detail is
required for the derivation of TVA (at least as far as exports are concerned).  Data for Tables 7 and 8 may
be available from the perpetual inventory method (PIM) through the calculation of consumption of fixed
capital for the national accounts.  However, it is probable that the PIM will not have the detail required for
tourism industries.  In that case, supplementary information (through additional surveys) may be
necessary for the generation of flows (in Table 7).  The derivation of capital stock estimates for Table 8 is
more problematical.  If data are not readily available, it may take many years before adequate detail is
built up.  Tables 9 to 14 are constant price estimates.  They will require price information on these goods
and services.  Some of the commodity information may be readily available (especially for countries with
constant price estimates of their supply and use tables).  Where commodity detail is not available, close
proxies may be used.  However, general price deflators (such as the GDP deflator, or the consumer price
index) are to be used only as a last resort.

Building from the TEA: Possible steps

Countries will have varying strengths in their statistical systems.  Most seem to have reasonably
good employment data and it is suggested that progress in refining employment data be continued.  The
direction should be in developing industry data at the finest possible level of detail as well as providing
hours as well as jobs.  Other improvements in employment data could be derived from the census of
population.  which may be able to provide a more complete profile (such as age, education, experience,
sex) which may serve to indicate that, after allowing for such factors as experience and age, tourism’s
image as a low paid activity may be unjustified.

However, while employment is a very important variable for labour market policies, and will be
important for analytical purposes, employment data are insufficient to carry forward tourism analysis,
especially regarding its economic impact.  Accordingly, other areas need to be developed as well.
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As tourism is a demand based concept, improving demand data is an essential ingredient for the
development of a TSA.  Most countries have some estimates on tourism exports (tourism imports are less
important at this stage) from the balance of payments.  However, the data are usually very highly
aggregated.  To develop a TSA they need to be disaggregated as commodity detail is necessary to obtain
TVA by industry.  Developing estimates of domestic tourism demand is probably both more important
and more difficult for most countries (domestic tourism is more important than exports for most
countries).  Hence, some method for improving domestic tourism demand is very important.  Short of a
household expenditure survey, however, this can be very difficult.  Business expenditure on tourism may
be equally elusive with the likelihood that the commodities needed to identify tourism demand are
probably either unavailable from business records or are classified in such a way that to attempt to
separate “entertainment” on tourism from non-tourism may be very hard.  However, certain industries
(such as air transportation) may be assumed to have nearly all passenger transportation as tourism
demand.  Accordingly, that could serve as a starting point.  Similar countries (neighbours) may find that
their consumption patterns are similar and it may be possible to use other countries’ data sources as
proxies for tourism patterns.

While improving demand side estimates are essential for any estimates for tourism, it is also
necessary to improve supply side estimates.  (This will often have the added advantage of improving the
estimates that go into the construction of the national accounts.) Many countries are finding difficulty in
providing data below the 2-digit level in the TEA.  It is important that these be improved, at least to the 3
digit level, as the 2-digit is too highly aggregated.  Air transportation may be a reasonably good starting
point as there are usually only a few domestic airline companies.  Data from their annual reports may
serve as a starting point.  The same may be true of rail passenger and long distance bus transportation.
Hotels and restaurants are too many to take this route but there may be industry associations or similar
bodies which have information (or some sort of estimates) on their respective industry’s inputs as well as
outputs.

If some reasonably detailed estimates of some of these industries (accommodation, meals
services and passenger transportation—for air, rail and bus) can be constructed a considerable start will
have been made because between them they account for over three quarters of tourism demand.

The information for Table 6 (on visitor characteristics) is not central to the calculation of other
variables (such as TVA).  However, it does provide a profile of the types of visitors which may be very
important in tourism promotion.  Obtaining the data may be difficult but it could be undertaken in
conjunction with tourism demand data (for Table 2).

The derivation of constant price tables is not a priority at this stage but should be an ultimate
goal.  To that end, it may be worthwhile indicating for price data collections the type of information
required for the TSA.  There is an important bi-product of improved price data for the TSA: given that
tourism is primarily service delivery, and there is usually a shortage of data on services (in both current
and constant prices) for the national accounts, any improvement in the data that feed into the TSA will
also serve to improve the national accounts.
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Appendix C
Worksheets

Worksheet on Tourism Individual Consumption of General Government
   and Non-Profit Institutions Serving Households

Example of museums
Individual consumption Tourism ratio 1 "Tourism individual

of government or NPISHs  consumption"

Output2 x

Intermediate inputs x

Value Added x

Compensation of employees x
 
Consumption of fixed capital x

Net taxes on production: other x

1.  Represents the number of visitors as percentage of total number of people who go to museums
or paying customers or similar measure.   Drawn from household surveys. surveys of muesums, etc. 
2.  Output is usually the sum of the costs of inputs
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Worksheet to derive tourism value added (i)
Example:  Hotel industry’s production of meal services

Commodities Total Direct inputs Divide remaining Sum "tourism" Derive TVA by Derive TVA Derive components
produced by intermediate  to jth intermediate inputs intermediate deducting inter- by multiplying of TVA by pro-
jth industry inputs into  commodity  by total output to inputs mediate inputs characteristic rating TVA across

jth industry derive ratio of from tourism industry VA by components
tourism inputs output tourism ratio

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Commodity

Output x x

Meal services x x
Accommodation x

Total output

Intermediate inputs
 
Cleaning x x x x
Laundry x x x x
Food x x _ x x
Electricity x x x x
Rent x x x x

Value added x x

Compensation of x x
    employees  
Gross operating x x
    surplus
Net taxes on pro- x x
   duction: other

Tourism ratio x x x

(i) TVAij = (GOij - IIij) * TR

 (ii)  The tourism value added ratio may also be used: see section on tourism value added for discussion
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Worksheet to derive tourism value added (i)
(in constant prices)

Example:  Hotel industry’s production of meal services
Commodities Total Direct inputs Divide remaining Apply deflators Sum "tourism" Derive TVA by Derive TVA
produced by intermediate  to jth intermediate inputs to derive intermediate deducting inter- by multiplying
jth industry inputs into  commodity  by total output to constant prices inputs mediate inputs characteristic 

jth industry derive ratio of from tourism industry VA by
tourism inputs output tourism ratio

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Commodity

Output x x

Meal services x x x
Accommodation x x

Total output x

Intermediate inputs x
 
Cleaning x x x x x
Laundry x x x x x
Food x x _ x x x
Electricity x x x x x
Rent x x x x x

Value added x x

Compensation of x
    employees  
Gross operating x
    surplus
Net taxes on pro- x
   duction: other

Tourism ratio x x
(i) TVAij = (GOij - IIij) * TR
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Appendix D
Links Between Tea And Tsa Tables

Why develop a TSA? What are the shortcomings of the TEA? One of the most important
attributes any analytical framework for tourism must meet is the test of credibility.  At present, because
there are issues surrounding tourism which are still open to question (such as what should be included as
tourism expenditure), any measure of tourism suffers.  A TSA must be able to provide a structure which
can answer such questions as: what is tourism value added (TVA), that is, what is the value added created
in the producing industries as a result of tourism demand? with sufficient authority to overcome concerns
about the usefulness of any measure of tourism’s economic role.  This is especially important as TVA is
not directly observable.  A TSA must offer an analytical framework that is sufficiently well developed and
articulated that it can offer answers that are robust enough to allay these concerns.  As will become
evident from its structure, the TSA will be able to offer more comprehensive answers to these questions
than the TEA.

While the TEA are an important step in establishing tourism as an identifiable economic
phenomenon, there are several areas which require further development to identify better tourism’s role in
the economy.  Some of these problems are well known, others less so.  To illustrate, a brief review of the
tables may be appropriate.

Table 1 of the TEA provides data on the supply and use of characteristic tourism commodities
(such as meals in restaurants, accommodation in hotels, and various forms of transportation).  Total
domestic supply is shown, with some imports, where appropriate.  Demand for these commodities is
identified by type of visitor - household, business and government, non-resident - and organisers of
package tours.  To balance the table, demand for the commodities by the rest of the economy is shown.  A
simple concept that emerges from this table is the commodity’s tourism ratio6, which is the proportion of
any given commodity’s supply that is acquired for tourism purposes.

Table 2 of the TEA is industry based, and identifies the gross output, intermediate inputs and
value added for each industry.  The value added in turn is disaggregated to show separately compensation
of employees, gross (and net) operating surplus, consumption of fixed capital and indirect taxes less
subsidies.  The industry dimension is similar to the commodity dimension in Table 1.  There is, thus, a
link between commodity supply and use and industry value added so much so that a commodity’s
“tourism ratio” can be applied to the characteristic tourism industry to approximate the industry’s value
added attributable to tourism.  (Alternative measures, the tourism net ratio and the tourism value added
ratio, can also be derived.  These concepts are explored further in the section on tourism value added.)
Initial attempts to use the TEA for analytical purposes and to derive TVA are included in
DAFFE/TOU/WD(96)8.  The results, however, need to be interpreted with caution because there is no
clear cut link between the tourism demand (by commodity) and the unit/industry producing the output.
For example, commodities that are produced by a characteristic tourism industry may also be produced by

                                                     
6. The tourism net ratio and the tourism value added ratio may also be used.  See “Deriving Tourism Value

Added Estimates through a TSA in Appendix A for further refinement of this issue.
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other industries (and sold to visitors) while some output of characteristic tourism industries are not
characteristic of tourism demand.  Consequently, estimating TVA for each industry that produces tourism
commodities is not possible without a number of simplifying assumptions, some of which are probably
invalid.  While several simplifying assumptions are also necessary for a TSA, their basis is more
legitimate.

Whereas Tables 1 and 2 of the TEA provide information on commodities and industries which
are considered to be “characteristic” of tourism, Table 3 of the TEA provides information on all of the
commodities purchased by type of visitor.  However useful this is in that regard the table is of limited
further analytical use as that the data are not directly linked to the other tables.

Table 4 of the TEA provides information on total gross fixed capital formation by the same
industry breakdown as Table 2.  No information on asset type is provided.  The TSA picks up on the
information required for Table 4 of the TEA and elaborates further.

Table 5 provides employment information, providing numbers in employment by the same
industry dimension as Table 2.  It shows employees separately from non-employees (i.e., proprietors) as
well as numbers of hours worked..

While these tables are inter-linked to a certain extent (especially as Table 1 has a very similar
commodity detail as the industry detail in Tables 2, 4 and 5 which all have the same industry detail) and
provide useful information, they are not sufficiently integrated with each other (and the rest of the
economy) to be able to do more than serve as indicators of tourism’s role in the economy.  The TEA do
not provide an adequate link between characteristic tourism output, characteristic tourism industries,
tourism demand and the relationship between tourism demand and the production of characteristic tourism
supply.  Consequently, while TVA is probably the most important measure that analysts of tourism are
interested in, the TEA were not designed to go that far.  A TSA is based on supply and use tables of the
national accounts.  Consequently, it is better able to derive the contribution to GDP of “characteristic
tourism industries” produced by tourism demand.

A TSA will help to identify, inter alia, inputs and outputs of the various characteristic tourism
industries.  This will permit a better means by which to equate output with demand.  Even though some
assumptions will still be necessary, they are ones that are integral to the use of input -output tables.


